
 

A kjwrit fanfiction 

Vampirism is for sale, but when their debt cannot be paid, The Council sends 

their Repo Man to enforce the contractual obligations agreed upon. However, 

it’s The Council’s contracted Cleaner who captures his attention. 

Whatever Lola Wants 

EPOV 

Staring at my reflection as the elevator doors pulled to a close, I saw the smirk appear on 

my lips before I ever felt it form, hearing the first notes begin to play through the 

speakers. 

‘Whatever Lola wants…Lola gets…’ 

The rising elevator came to a halt with a ding, as did my mental sing-a-long. 
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And be it from the unwanted delay, the pausing of the Sarah Vaughan song with the 

opening of the doors, or the thought perhaps my internal sing-a-long had been external, 

my glare at the unintentional intruder was enough for him to hold up his hands in 

surrender, meekly offering, “I’ll uh…I’ll just get the next one.” 

“Wise choice.” 

Humans had such a keen sense of survival, even on a subconscious level. If only the 

three vampires on my agenda for the night had retained at least that part of their 

humanity, they might have lived to see another night. 

Sadly, it wasn’t an uncommon trait. 

Which was why I was tasked by The Council to enforce the rules. 

‘No regrets (no regrets)…Recline yourself…Resign yourself…’ 

The ding announcing my arrival at my intended floor cutoff the rest of the song from 

playing to its end in the elevator, but I didn’t need to hear it to know the rest of the 

words. 

The lyrics couldn’t have rung any truer and I found myself singing them softly as I made 

my way down the hall towards the room they’d just checked into for the night. 

‘You’re through. 

I always get what I aim for. 

And your heart and soul 

Is what I came for.’ 

Coming to a stop at their door, while I could have broken it down, I didn’t want the 

hassle of glamouring an entire floor of humans. 

Curiosity had killed more than just the cat. 

So I rapped softly on the door, while pressing my thumb over the peephole, and waited. 



“Who is it?” one of them yelled. 

I didn’t know which, but I didn’t care. 

Announcing myself as ‘Housekeeping’ or ‘Room service’ briefly flitted through my mind, 

but for some reason these three brought out the worst in me. 

Which is why I found myself saying, “Candy-gram.” 

Thankfully, they wouldn’t live long enough to tell anyone. 

“What?” a second voice angrily called out, just as he pulled open the door. 

Seeing me, he immediately began to back away, which allowed me to enter the room and 

with my smirk still firmly in place, I replied, “Land shark.” 

If he recognized the classic Saturday Night Live skit, he didn’t show any sign of it. But 

finally showing some sense of survival, the leader of the nest – Malcolm – immediately 

launched into his pitiful plea of, “I swear! We’ll have the money by the end of the week!” 

“The end of the week?” I asked, with all of the empathy I was capable of. 

So…none whatsoever. 

While the three of them continued to stare at me as though I was an apparition, they 

unconsciously began backing further into their hotel room as I slowly strode towards 

them. The fact they hadn’t at least thought to glamour their way into a human’s home to 

protect themselves – somewhat – from me was yet more proof they didn’t deserve to live 

for an eternity. 

The fact they’d chosen to hole up in a five star hotel for the night, when they were 

already in arrears for their very lives was yet another tick in the Idiots column. 

But now that we were secured away from curious human eyes, I spoke freely by saying, 

“You’ve already missed two deadlines and are in violation of the terms of the contract.” 



Then shaking my head in faked dismay, I lowered my eyes in the hopes they would see it 

as a chance to strike first. 

Killing a simpering idiot – or even three of them – wasn’t as much fun as fighting to the 

death. 

And after a thousand years, I had learned quickly I had to find entertainment anywhere 

I could. 

“We…we have ninety-eight thousand dollars,” the woman of the trio – Diane – offered, 

opening her couture bag and dumping the contents onto the bed. Then pushing it 

towards me – the equivalent of shoveling shit against the tide at that point – she said, 

“Here! You can have it all! We just need a few more nights to get the rest.” 

“Ninety-eight thousand dollars?” I questioned and laughed without any humor, “That’s 

not even half of what one of you owes. You each signed a contract. You’ve each 

had ten years to come up with the money. Twenty-five thousand dollars a year isn’t an 

unreasonable amount for the gift of eternal life.” 

Granted, the price went up exponentially after the first century, but the payments 

themselves became spread out even further, due every hundred years instead of each 

decade. And, like me, once you reached a millennium, your debt was considered paid in 

full. 

Probably because it was a rare milestone to reach. 

But with the first hundred years under your belt, making money wasn’t as cumbersome 

as it once was. Less than half of those turned ever made it that far, be it from 

nonpayment during their first century –as was the case with these three – or from any 

other number of misfortunate circumstances. 

It was why the cost to be turned at all was excessive. 



Not only did it keep our numbers down to a manageable level, but any vampire found to 

have made a child without paying the turning fee to the council was put to immediate 

death. 

It was a great deterrent. 

Our race was still firmly entrenched in folklore and teenage sparkled fantasies, but there 

were a few humans who found out the truth of our existence in one way or another and 

sought out eternal life for themselves through The Council. 

Once they were thoroughly vetted, and if they had what was now the ten million dollar 

turning fee, they were matched with vampires willing to be a Maker. 

A vHarmony, as it were. 

Then there were those who were turned merely because their Maker wanted them for 

their child. They were still vetted – behind the scenes – but they were still required to 

sign the contract once they’d risen. 

Being turned without your consent didn’t negate the need to pay for services rendered. 

For most, the fee owed at the end of each decade of their first century was paid by their 

Maker, but they weren’t required to do so by The Council. If they chose, they could 

decline and the debt would then fall to their Child. 

As was the case with these three. 

If I hadn’t already known who the vampire was these three called Maker, I couldn’t have 

even begun to imagine how they’d convinced anyone they were worth the time, blood, 

and money. 

But humans weren’t the only ones with Beverly Hillbillies among them. 

Bubba should’ve been put down a long time ago, but he was Elvis. 



He could damn well afford the contractual stipends to remain walking amongst the 

undead. 

But he’d been fed up with their antics as well and, after being given the opportunity to 

pay the two hundred and fifty thousand each of them owed to remain undead for 

another decade, he’d formally refused. 

So I got back on topic and said, “I might have been willing to wait the few more nights 

you’re begging for had I not been tracking you for the last three nights.” 

They’d been on a mini killing spree, starting in New Orleans and working their way 

north as far as Shreveport. The deaths themselves weren’t the real issue. 

It was their carelessness in the aftermath. 

Something their widened eyes told me they understood, while I chided, “Had I not been 

there to see that your messes were cleaned up, we could have been exposed.” 

It was the number one rule of our kind. 

Do nothing to draw attention to our race. 

Luckily I’d been able to thwart any unwanted interest a dozen mauled and 

exsanguinated bodies would incur by calling our cleaner. 

She really was the quicker-picker-upper. 

And already feeling the tingle in my pants at the thought of calling her again so soon, I 

calmly took off my suit jacket and laid it across a chair before taking the time to carefully 

roll my shirt sleeves up to my elbows, all the while waiting for one of them to attack. 

When none of them made a move towards me, I could only guess they either truly were 

pitiful or they believed we were about to embark on an all-night business negotiation. 



But I had better things to do, so I stood tall facing them and said, “For failing to live up 

to your contractual obligations, by order of The Council, I hereby declare your lives 

forfeit and reclaim our blood.” 

Their deaths were swift. 

The room was a bloody mess. 

I’d made sure of it. 

Just as I’d made sure I was pristine by the end of it. 

Pulling my cell from my pocket, I was back to humming the Sarah Vaughan tune into my 

phone, with a small smile on my face at the thought of speaking to her again, when my 

call was answered with, “Cenerentola’s. Pick up or delivery?” 

Using the original Italian name of the classic folktale Cinderella was a clever disguise, as 

was their standard greeting, implying pizzas were their business. 

I often wondered what would happen if I ordered a large pepperoni, but with my 

appetite for death sated – but not my appetite for blood and sex – I didn’t waste the 

time and replied in code, using the German version of the same name. 

“I was looking for Aschenputtel.” 

“Please hold.” 

A moment later the call was picked up, with a cheerful, “This is Gus.” 

Her pseudonym was ridiculous, but her work was exceptional. I suspected she was a 

Supe of some sort – she hadn’t acted as though cleaning up the bloody aftermath of any 

killing spree; human or vampire, bothered her – but I had no clue as to what kind. She 

worked exclusively for The Council and her anonymity was absolute. 

Gus was nearly as folklore as we were. 



And – by order of The Council – she was untouchable. 

But that didn’t mean I wouldn’t touch her, if given the opportunity. 

Something about her bright spirit, in spite of the reasons why I was forced to call her to 

begin with, pulled at something within me. The more we talked, the more I wanted to 

get to know the real her. I’d even hung around a few times after calling for her services, 

but she never showed while I was there, as if she could somehow tell. 

I could only assume she wasn’t vampire when I’d been forced to retreat by the coming 

dawn and the work had been completed during the daylight hours. 

Still, hearing her voice again, I couldn’t help the small smile on my lips coming through 

in my voice when I replied, “This is your Prince Charming.” 

“The line forms to the left,” she softly chuckled. “But you’re more like my Daddy 

Warbucks lately. This is the fourth time you’ve called in as many days.” 

“I’d be more than happy to play ‘Who’s your daddy’ with you,” I smiled widely. 

I had no idea what she looked like. I didn’t even know her real name, but her voice alone 

was enough to make me hard. 

And if the rest of her wasn’t, I could always fuck her from behind, while she talked dirty. 

“That line is longer,” she snickered. “So, since I doubt you’re calling just to make my 

panties wet, I take it you’re in need of another kind of cleanup? In aisle six, perhaps?” 

Looking around at the mess I’d made, I nodded – even though she couldn’t see it – 

adding, “And aisles seven and eight.” 

“My, my…it sounds like you’ve been a busy boy.” 

“And now I’ve made you a busy girl.” 



“And yet we still haven’t gotten busy with one another,” she laughed. But before I could 

suggest righting that wrong, she got back to business by asking, “Location?” 

Giving her the name of the hotel and room number, there wasn’t much left for me to say. 

But that didn’t mean I didn’t have anything left to say. 

“Should I get us our own room? The only mess to clean up will be the bed sheets once 

I’m through with you, but the staff can see to that.” 

I didn’t really know when our business transactions had become filled with innuendo 

and lewd suggestions, but I’d been dealing with her exclusively for the past five years or 

so, so it had been going on for a while now. 

Me teasing her and her teasing my cock with her words alone. 

Which was the likely reason why she didn’t hesitate to reply in a teasing voice, “I’m 

disappointed that you think we would even need a bed to make a mess.” 

“Then meet me in the middle of Times Square and we can give the Naked Cowboy a run 

for his money.” 

I’d do it in a heartbeat. 

A heartbeat I no longer had, but that was just semantics. 

“Tighty whitey’s just don’t do it for me,” she laughed. “But if you’re willing to wear the 

hat, I could be convinced to ride you reverse cowgirl.” 

My fangs snapped down, cutting into my lip, but the sound must have reached her ears 

because she gasped in a breath – in fear or in lust, I had no clue – but only said, “If you 

have no further instructions, then I’ll see to the cleanup. Good night, Prince Charming.” 

And then she hung up. 

“FUCK!” 



Resisting the urge to crush the phone in my hand, I shoved it back into my pocket and 

looked at the bloody piles that used to be vampires, regretting I killed them so quickly 

now that I needed something to kill. 

Until her, not once in a thousand years would I have ever imagined homicidally lusting 

after someone named Gus. 

Never say never… 

Forcing myself to calm down, I quickly washed the blood from my hands and face before 

giving myself the once over to make sure no other signs of my night’s activity remained 

on me. Then retrieving my jacket from the chair, I pulled it on, but only when I reached 

into the pocket did I remember the little trinket I’d brought along for her. 

A simple necklace – platinum because even I wasn’t S&M enough to get her a silver one 

– adorned with a single dainty charm. 

A tiny mouse, in deference to her pseudonym, Gus. 

I don’t know what possessed me to buy it. 

Not just buy it because I happened across it, but sought it out. 

On purpose. 

Shaking my head and knowing she would go over the room with a fine tooth comb, I 

tossed it on the desk before leaving the room. 

What she would make of it was anyone’s guess. 

But if she came to some sort of conclusion, then perhaps she would be willing to share it 

with me, so I would know what in the fuck I’d been thinking. 

On the bright side, at least by choosing a five star hotel for their final death, there was a 

decent club on the ground level, which was where I headed. 



I needed to feed and fuck. 

And as the saying went, ‘If you can’t feed and fuck the one you want, feed and fuck the 

one you’re with.’ 

Again, semantics. 

Walking into the club, I let my eyes roam over the possibilities, not quite sure what I was 

in the mood for. 

Some spicy Mexican perhaps? 

Or maybe something Asian? 

There were plenty to choose from. Unfortunately my craving was very specific in that 

moment, but knowing that wasn’t an option, I avoided the human bar and made my way 

to the vampire one. 

The dance floor. 

Being a Friday night made it relatively crowded. The club music playing meant while 

there were many people dancing, they weren’t necessarily dancing with anyone in 

particular. 

It was like shooting fish in a barrel, really. 

Spotting a trio in the middle of the dance floor, jokes starting off with, ‘A blond, a 

redhead, and a brunette walk into a bar…’ flitted through my head, but I didn’t bother 

finishing any of them. 

Because the joke was really on me, knowing I would need the three of them to finish me 

off, in order to get a faceless rat named Gus out of my system. 

They put up no resistance when I slid myself into the middle of their fold, with all of 

them looking like they’d won the lottery. Two songs in and they were each fighting for 

my undivided attention. 



Unfortunately, the scents of their individual perfumes, the cheap liquor they’d 

consumed, and the MDMA they’d taken were all fighting together too. 

But I didn’t need to breathe. 

So I only looked like I was and was about to draw them out of the club, but my Pied 

Piper routine was put on pause, seeing someone else coming onto the dance floor. 

Straw blond hair, similar to my own shade, with highlights that didn’t come from any 

chemical process hung down in waves to the middle of her bare back. 

Silk hugged her voluptuous curves, with the back of the dress cut low enough for me to 

see the dimples on her lower back, just above her ass and the white color set off her 

golden tan. 

I didn’t even need to see her face. 

I could fuck her all night long just looking at her back. 

Disentangling myself from the Trinity of Tanqueray and Tonic, I put myself right behind 

her, appreciating the way her sky-high heels made her legs look. 

And the way it made her the perfect height to push her against a wall and take her from 

behind. 

Her body moved to the beat like the music had been written just for her and while she 

had to have sensed my presence at her back – propriety had never been my strong suit – 

she made no move to put any distance between us. 

And when I finally dared to put my hands on her hips, she went with it, pushing her ass 

against my crotch. 

Daring to hope she wouldn’t smell like an ashtray washed with MD 20/20 and then used 

to serve day old sushi, I leaned in closer – a feat in itself – and buried my face against 

the back of her neck, pulling in a deep drag of air through my nose. 



Sex and candy. 

It was the only description that was fitting. 

It was the only explanation for why, after a thousand years of learning to control my 

urges, my fangs snapped down unbidden for the second time that night, with the taste of 

my own blood on my lip. 

Above the bass of the music blaring through the speakers, I could still hear her heartbeat 

pick up in pace. 

That human survival instinct kicking in. 

Goosebumps rose up on her flesh as I forced my fangs back into my gums, but instead of 

pulling away, she pushed herself further into my hold before turning around in my arms 

and pulling my lips down to hers. 

I would like to say that she’d moved faster than I’d been prepared for, but the truth was I 

was still seeing stars from her scent alone. 

But every other thought was pushed aside when she pushed her tongue into my mouth 

and I could feel my blood now working its way into her system. 

I should have been angry. 

I should have dragged her out of the hotel and killed her for forming a blood tie I hadn’t 

consented to. 

A blood tie she would have known nothing about, but ignorance of the law wasn’t a valid 

defense. 

Even in human courts. 

But instead I found myself taking over the kiss, letting her milk the blood from my lip 

like a newborn Tasmanian devil. 



She was vicious in her attack disguised as seduction. 

It only made me want her more. 

Later, I told myself. 

I could always kill her later. 

But it was only when she finally pulled away to breathe that I got a good look at her for 

the first time. 

And I wasn’t disappointed. 

However I soon found out what it was like to win the lottery when my eyes trailed 

further down her front and saw the tiny platinum mouse charm dangling just above the 

valley in between her breasts. 

When my eyes darted back up to hers in surprise, the smirk she wore was familiar. 

After all, I’d seen it just an hour earlier in the reflective elevator doors. 

But she didn’t say anything. Didn’t acknowledge who she was. Who I was. Her job, my 

job, or the necklace. She merely held onto my hand and pulled me out of the club, back 

to elevator doors in the hotel lobby. 

Pushing the button to call the elevator, she kept her eyes facing forward, with her hips 

softly swaying side to side, humming a familiar tune. 

‘Whatever Lola wants…Lola gets…’ 

I barely had the time to wonder how in the hell she knew about that – if she even knew 

about that – when the door slid open and she stepped inside. While she’d dropped my 

hand from hers, it had made no difference because the invisible tether between us 

dragged me inside with her. 

Not that I was kicking and screaming about it. 



I hadn’t even noticed there was someone else waiting for the elevator with us, until I saw 

her stare pointedly through the open doors and looked over to see a man staring 

apprehensively at the two of us. 

She didn’t say anything, but she didn’t need to. 

Her look said it all. 

So he remained standing there in the lobby, watching as the doors slid shut on the 

elevator that wouldn’t be taking him anywhere, and she reached out pressing the button 

to the floor I’d already visited once that night, before launching herself at me. 

Catching her at the waist, I had her back up against the wall almost in the same 

moment, with her legs wrapping around my body to pull me in even closer. Her hands 

wound themselves around my hair, holding my head in place as she ran her tongue 

along my lower lip. A part of me wondered if she was cleaning up any remaining blood 

on my face and I smirked to myself, thinking she was nothing if not meticulous at her 

job as The Council’s Cleaner. 

The doors opened with a ding, but with her body wrapped around mine – and with each 

of us unwilling to let the other go – she was forced to steer me in the direction she 

wanted to move using only her hands, with my hair as her reins. 

So maybe she was the true Pied Piper because it worked. 

With her back pressed against the hotel room door where we’d each had other business 

to attend to that night, she pulled a key card seemingly out of thin air. A snick of a 

different kind could be heard and then we were falling into the room. 

The room I’d only left less than an hour earlier and yet it was pristine. 

And if I had the mental fortitude to question it later on, I would ask her how she’d 

managed to do it so quickly. 

For now though, I had other questions I wanted answers to. 



First and foremost, I wanted to know if her sex tasted like candy too. 

I hadn’t breathed so much since before I’d been turned and her scent had me so turned 

on, I didn’t waste any time. Peeling her off of me with all of the ease of wet skinny jeans, 

I turned her body to face the wall and held her there with a single hand on the middle of 

her back. 

Using her hands to brace herself, she pushed her ass against my free hand trailing over 

the curve of it, but I couldn’t be sure whose growl was louder when my fingers dipped 

under her skirt and in between her legs, feeling how wet she already was. 

“You lied to me,” I accused in a low voice, running my fingers through her folds, while 

avoiding the spots that would give her any kind of relief. 

Then pressing my front against her back, I leaned down to put my lips at her ear and 

said, “You’re not wearing any panties.” 

“I told you they were wet,” she argued back, shifting her hips every which way she could 

in an attempt to get my fingers where she wanted them. 

Hearing her voice for the first time in person – the voice I’d been literally and 

figuratively jerking off to for the last several years – was nearly enough to make me cum. 

A Pavlovian response, if there ever was one. 

But not allowing her any respite with her wiggling hips, she growled out, “What can I 

say? I’m conditioned to clean up any mess.” 

“You work too hard,” I smiled against her neck, impressed with myself for finding I did 

have some empathy in me when the situation actually called for it, and trailed a wet path 

with my tongue from just under her ear straight down her spine. 

Finally giving her what she’d been seeking by sinking two fingers inside of her, her back 

arched while she mewled and I sank down onto my knees, flipping her skirt up over her 

ass and lightly biting the flesh with my blunt teeth, saying, “Just relax and let me take 

care of this mess for you.” 



“You really are my Prince Charming,” she gasped, just as I forced my head in between 

her spread legs and my tongue found Valhalla at the apex of her thighs. 

Her sex was impossibly sweet. 

Like the finest Mead made with the purest honey had been fucked by a unicorn and her 

cum was the end result. 

Growling like a rabid grizzly bear against her lips, she only forced her body down against 

my own even harder, chanting out, “Jesus, fuck!” 

Jesus could get in that line to the left she’d spoken of earlier. 

I would be the only one fucking her tonight. 

From what I’d heard, he was used to making sacrifices for others anyway. 

My fingers never stopped moving in and out of her body, while my tongue lapped up 

everything my actions caused to come out of her. But with our perhaps intentional blood 

tie – she should have known what taking my blood would do, not that I could kill her for 

it now even if I’d wanted to, since she was protected by The Council – I could feel her 

orgasm approaching as if it were my own. 

So I used my insider knowledge to her benefit, with her benefitting from me finding the 

g-spot inside of her, while my mouth focused on her clit. 

Her entire body began vibrating, with another flood of wetness seeping out of her, but 

she kept only one hand on the wall to brace herself, using the other to push my head 

towards her femoral artery, demanding, “Bite!” 

I didn’t need to be told twice. 

If her cum could be likened to Mead mixed with unicorn cum, then her orgasm-laced 

blood could only be described as floating in the middle of still waters with your eyes 

closed underneath a summer sun. 



Early morning dew drops dripping off of spring blossoms at the verge of opening their 

petals. 

Finding pictures in clouds. 

Whispered secrets in the innocence of youth. 

All things good – things I hadn’t thought of in over a thousand years – flickered through 

my mind as her blood spread across my tongue and seeped down my throat, ensuring I 

would be ruined for all others forever. 

I couldn’t even be mad at her for it. 

I could only hope our encounter wouldn’t be a one-time thing. 

And knowing I needed to stop feeding before it ended up a one-time thing – and I ended 

up with a new child – I closed the wounds on her thigh and reached up, grabbing ahold 

of her waist, and lifted her with me as I stood up. 

Laying her on the bed, she smiled dreamily, with a single raised brow aimed my way, as 

she began pushing the suit jacket from my shoulders. Letting it fall to the wayside, I toed 

off my shoes and went to work on unbuttoning my shirt, while she worked my pants 

open and when my cock sprang out, her eyes widened and she licked her lips, repeating, 

“Jesus, fuck…” 

“I never would have guessed you to be so religious,” I smirked, pulling my shirt off and 

then pulling the dress free from her body. 

“I never would have thought I would have more than one religious experience in a single 

night, but I’m hoping to be proven wrong,” she smirked in return. 

My quip about having her calling out to her God in no time was lost the moment she sat 

up, because in the next moment, she was massaging the tip of my cock with her tonsils 

and I heard myself roar out, “Jesus, fuck!” 



Her eyes stayed locked onto mine and while that was a definite turn-on, it was more her 

hum in the affirmative, along with her slight nod, that had me chanting to gods long 

dead in a just as dead language. 

If pressed, I would blame our years’ long foreplay for why I was cumming down her 

throat sooner than I’d intended to. 

But I could thank being a vampire for not letting that stop me from turning her around 

on her hands and knees and slamming into her. 

I’d known from fucking her with my fingers that it would be tight fit, but my eyes 

crossed at just how tight she actually was and I forced myself to remain still to give her 

time to adjust to my size. 

Time she had no patience for because she rocked forward before slamming back and 

bottoming out against my hips, snarling, “I’ve waited long enough for you to fuck me. 

Don’t make me wait any more.” 

Again, I didn’t need to be told twice. 

I took great pleasure in knowing I hadn’t been the only one – and I would be sure to ask 

why she had waited so long – but for right now, there was only our mutual pleasure that 

I wanted to focus on. 

Having no choice but to brace her hands on the headboard or get a concussion left me 

unfettered access to every part of her. 

Using her hip as my handhold, my free hand roamed freely across her back. 

Up her side and across her front, palming her breast and lightly pulling on her nipple, 

making her whimper and moan, before moving along to her other one and repeating my 

actions. 

Her every heartbeat pulsed along the length of my cock and her walls gripped me 

tighter, warning me her climax was approaching. But wanting to see it for myself, I 



pulled out of her and had her flipped over with me back inside of her before she could 

even protest. 

Her pupils were blown wide and her lips were swollen from sucking the cum out of me. 

Her skin was flushed from head to toe and covered in a light sheen that only made her 

smell sweeter. 

Pulling her right leg up changed the angle, so that I was hitting her sweet spot with every 

thrust, and her back arched her body upwards, all but taunting my mouth with how 

close her breasts were to my lips. 

I showed them I didn’t like to be taunted. 

Attacking them with my lips and tongue made her cry out again, holding my head in 

place with one hand in my hair, while the other raked down my back and latched onto 

my ass. 

Gripping the flesh in her hand, she used what leverage she could find to meet my thrusts 

with her own, chanting, “Yes…yes… yes…oh god…I’m…” 

Whatever word she’d ended up saying was lost on me in the wake of my own roar with 

my release. 

I would try to pay more attention to what she said next time. 

Because there would be a next time if I had anything to say about it. 

For now though, I couldn’t form many words, with my brain having been reduced to 

mush. 

Mead/unicorn cum mush. 

Falling to her side so I wouldn’t crush her, she immediately turned her body to wrap 

around my side. Normally I wasn’t one for cuddling, but I felt differently with her. 

Her. 



She. 

“What is your real name?” I heard myself ask. “Because you don’t look like any Gus I’ve 

ever met.” 

“What’s wrong with Gus?” she asked with a small laugh. Then holding up her mouse 

charm by the chain and letting it dangle from her fingertips, she added, “He’s a cute 

little fella.” 

“He’s vermin.” 

“You’re not the first vampire I’ve heard use that word,” she chuckled again. 

“So you’re not going to tell me?” I asked, trying to decide whether or not I should 

glamour the information from her. 

But staring back at her, there was something there, just underneath the surface that told 

me I shouldn’t. 

I would rather she choose to tell me on her own anyway. 

“How about,” she began, pushing herself up onto her hands and leaning down to kiss the 

tip of my nose. 

My eyes closed at the unexpected gesture, with it somehow feeling more intimate than 

everything else we’d done in that room. 

I had to force away the thought that a simple kiss like that could easily surpass every 

other on my list of ‘all things good’ and forced my eyes to open, as she finished with, 

“For now, you just call me Lola.” 

“Seriously?” I asked, with my raised brow calling bullshit for me. 

“As a heart attack,” she smiled. 



Then patting my chest, she sat up and grabbed her discarded dress, before turning to me 

and saying, “Thankfully, you’re not susceptible to those anymore. So, until next time, my 

Prince Charming…” 

Then, with a wink. 

And a blink. 

She was gone. 

Devil with the Blue Dress On 

EPOV 

What I had once considered a perk of my profession – the sometimes long spans in 

between jobs, giving me the freedom to do as I wished when I didn’t have a mission – I 

now hated. 

With a passion. 

Because there were only so many vampire and defaulted payments among them were 

few and far in between. The majority of my work stemmed from idiots making idiot 

children in secret, but even those seemed to go the way of the dinosaurs lately. 

Seven long weeks had passed without me having to inflict so much as a scratch on 

anyone that would necessitate me calling for the Cleaner no longer named Gus. 

Now known as Lola. 

Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay Lola. 

Even knowing it wasn’t her real name, I still clung to it, like a newborn kitten to a wet 

teat. 

If I didn’t crave her so much, I would be disgusted with myself. 



But now that seven weeks had passed since I’d last tasted her – talked to her – laid eyes 

or anything else of mine on her – I changed my mind. 

I was mad at her for not just making me recall all things good, but for taking them all 

away again. 

Because of her all other blood had tasted nearly unpalatable. 

Since her sex with any other was as thrilling as being ten miles overdue for an oil 

change. 

If I could find her, I would kill her. 

By fucking her to death. 

She was likely kinky enough to get off on it. 

But even though she’d had my blood, I hadn’t been able to feel her once she’d left me in 

the hotel bed, with my mouth gaping open and the cool breeze of her departure sending 

chills across my still wet dick. 

And I’d thought I wasn’t one for cuddling afterward. 

I should have known by her scent and taste what she was. 

Sex and candy. 

For my kind, it was the equivalent of a stake and silver chains. 

They were one and the same. 

A fairy. 

However she couldn’t have been a full-blooded fae. I would have drained her body and 

fucked half of the hotel’s guests if she had been. But even a hybrid was too tempting. 

To me. 



And for once in my long life, my skills as a tracker were moot. 

Not only was she afforded the full protection of The Council – hunting her would be 

signing my own death warrant – I didn’t have a real name to go on. I didn’t know where 

she lived. 

State. Country. Continent. 

I didn’t even know which realm in which she resided. 

It wasn’t until after she’d left me and my instincts to track her down surfaced that it 

occurred to me she was the only Cleaner I knew of to fulfill that particular role for The 

Council. Prior to her contract, the nearest vampire cleaning crew would be utilized. But 

with sunlight being a factor to our kind, using their services were always iffy at best. 

So, if it had been a factor, we’d used Weres at worst. 

There were others like me who worked for The Council as Enforcers of our laws. 

Repossessors of our blood. 

But we were scattered across the globe. There was only one of us for every continent, 

save Antarctica, so it wasn’t as though I had the opportunity to gather any gossip about 

her around the water cooler. 

And the thought of her being claimed by any of them – in any way – was enough to 

make me see red. 

Apparently kittens were just as territorial as their genetic ancestors. 

Especially smitten ones. 

But I’d called her for jobs as far north as Ellesmere Island all the way to south of 

Managua. So she could literally be anywhere on the planet. 

It was no wonder I couldn’t feel her in my blood. 



I supposed I could have called her contact number. It was a New York area code, but 

they could have transferred my call to Aschenputtel anywhere in the world. 

However, despite evidence to the contrary – wet teat or no – I refused to admit I had 

been that whipped by her pussy. 

No matter how perfect her pussy was. 

Instead I’d been leaning towards going on my own mini killing spree to have a reason to 

call her. 

Odin knows I wasn’t lacking the motivation. 

And I needed the release the mayhem would afford me to have the second kind of 

release I would need once the cleaning lady got there. 

But picturing her in a French maid’s outfit, with a feather duster in one hand and a cat o’ 

nine tails in the other, wasn’t doing me any favors. 

At all. 

However, despite my own unwillingness to not break first by calling her, she knew how 

to reach me. She’d had my cell number for five long years. 

Five long years in which she’d claimed to have been waiting – for whatever reason – to 

fuck me. 

And me her. 

So I couldn’t help but wonder if perhaps it had just been about the chase for either one 

of us. The fact we’d been mutually satisfied by the time she’d left wasn’t in question. But 

the fact she’d both come to – on; around; and because of – me and then left on her own 

terms could have been why I still felt the need to hunt her down. I didn’t feel as though I 

was done with her yet. 



And I liked to pretend there would come a time when I would feel done with her because 

being a slave to my earworm obsession wasn’t something I looked forward to. 

But I was a Type-A personality and being in control was my thing. So the fact she’d been 

in control of everything in our personal dealings – to include my other thing – left me 

with mixed feelings. 

I wasn’t sure how I felt about that, but I was decidedly delighted hearing rumors of a 

new child being made in New Orleans. I didn’t normally care for the swampy south, but 

if it got me one finally dead vampire closer to her, I was okay with that. 

So I took it as a sign the gods were smiling down on me when I received word my 

presence would be required at the upcoming summit before I could gain any ground in 

sussing out any fuckery in the French Quarter. 

Politics had always bored me. Politicians even more so and I wore the autonomy my 

position with The Council afforded me, with all of the smugness of Donald Trump in a 

D-list celebrity filled boardroom. 

But my usual disdain for the monarchs of the New World was set aside for once, with me 

now relishing the thought of them gathering. 

Because history had shown at least one of them would be fired before the summit was 

through. 

And then the Cleaner would be summoned. 

Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay Lola. 

Be it at the summit or on Bourbon Street, I knew I would be seeing her soon enough. 

~o~O~o~ 

Arriving at the compound at first dark, I automatically took a moment to take in my new 

surroundings. The compound was one of several scattered across the globe owned by 



The Council, but this particular one was located on a small island in the middle of Lake 

Michigan. 

None of us were keen on letting our resting places be known – even to others of our kind 

– but with a trial, a wedding, and the formal reception to follow all on the schedule there 

would be little choice but to stay in one of the available rooms, unless you were willing to 

go to ground. 

An option I – or anyone else of stature – wouldn’t be keen to use. 

But I would, if my hand was forced. 

Hired Weres would keep watch during the day and the humans would be removed from 

the island before dawn, only to be brought back for breakfast at sundown. Locked doors 

and magically warded rooms were provided to keep us appeased. 

There had never been an attack at any official assembly, so I wasn’t too concerned. 

Making the assembly invitation only, made it so there were adequate accommodations 

for all of the visiting vampires and ferries were available to shuttle the guests to and 

from the mainland. 

With my gift of flight, I had no need for their ferry. 

I had another kind I was looking to board. 

And thinking of her, I called out for my blood in the body of another – no doubt cuddled 

up in the pillows she’d been blessed with – hoping she would already be near enough for 

me to have a sense of her presence, only to find nothing. 

At all. 

So I forced my expression to remain passive, showing none of the disappointment I felt 

not feeling her at all, and instead tried to reason it away with the fact she’d only had 

minute traces of my blood. Millennium old blood or not, weeks had gone by and her 



probable ancestry was an unknown variable as to how much hold the magic of my blood 

would have in someone whose entire being was based in magic. 

No matter how diluted her supernatural blood had been by her human ancestors. 

However I did let my contempt show on my face when I was confronted by the genie, 

who had obviously been let out of his bottle to organize the affair. 

Or – at the very least – let out on work release from De Castro’s hold on him. 

“Northman,” he glared, not bothering to hide his own condescension. 

“Pussy,” I greeted in return. 

Bengal tiger or not, a cat was a cat. 

Ignoring the insult – because really, he had no choice but to ignore it – he squared his 

shoulders and said, “I was told you’ve been registered to officiate marriage ceremonies.” 

The chuckle fell from my lips before I could stop it, along with my affirmation of, “I 

have…” 

But only because I’d thought it would be funny to make others address me as Reverend. 

My mother would have been proud. 

My father would have split his side from laughing so hard. 

Sharply jutting his chin downward, like he was in the process of granting me one of 

three wishes, I waited for the accompanying blink that would pop my heart’s desire – 

the hybrid fairy blanket I was wishing for – onto my body. 

Instead he explained, “The officiate who was supposed to perform the ceremony for 

Mississippi and Indiana’s wedding cancelled at the last minute. She has given her 

approval and said you would perform the ceremony.” 

I’d known without any explanation who the she was he was alluding to. 



Not my she – Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay Lola. 

But her name was too long for me to want to spell it out in song. 

Even mentally. 

She was not only the most revered of our kind, but she was the head of The Council, so 

there was no way I could refuse. 

But I could toy with the cat, so I settled for that for now and began with, “I will require a 

ceremonial dagger, chalice, and formal robes.” 

Then eying him with all of the contempt I felt, I tauntingly added, “And a lint brush, in 

case you’re shedding.” 

~o~O~o~ 

Official gatherings of this magnitude were kept to a minimum. With our need to remain 

in the shadows, we couldn’t afford to congregate in large numbers often, but it was still 

astounding how much humans tended to overlook where the supernatural world was 

concerned. 

And what they did notice was glamoured from their memories. 

But with our secluded location, the threat of discovery wasn’t as high, so the mood of the 

crowd was less tense. 

Or rather, it was as tense as any gathering would normally be when a trial was due to be 

held. 

It was first up on the night’s agenda and was the one I was most concerned with. Not 

because the Queen of Louisiana was charged with the unlawful death of her newly 

wedded husband, the King of Arkansas, but because the animosity between the two 

states would surely culminate with a bloody ending. 

Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay Lola. 



As an Enforcer for The Council, whenever official gatherings were held, my duty was to 

protect them. The Ancient Pythoness traveled with her own guards, but it was a position 

I was familiar with, having protected her for nearly two centuries, before I’d felt the 

need to move on. 

She had always been fond of me, so she had kindly offered me my current position, 

which appeased my wanderlust and fulfilled my occasional need to exact justice. 

So when The Council filed into the room, I took my post behind and to the left of the 

Ancient Pythoness, with her current guard detail making room for me without 

complaint, knowing neither she nor I would have tolerated any posturing from them. 

I would win a dick measuring contest of any kind. 

It was yet another gift of mine. 

But as the trial got underway, I found myself distracted. Instead of keeping my eyes 

peeled for any trouble, as the queen bleated about the nefarious motives of her now 

dead groom, I was feeling kinky. 

In the form of The Kinks’ song. 

And by that point, I wouldn’t have even cared if she turned out to be a guy in drag. 

But that could be because I had firsthand knowledge that she was in fact a woman. 

All woman. 

But even distracted by kinky thoughts of all kinds, my instincts at least hadn’t failed me, 

with my body moving autonomously of my mind to protect the Ancient Pythoness when 

Threadgill’s second in command and Louisiana’s main accuser – Jennifer Cater – made 

her move. 

Had I been paying attention, perhaps I would have known the trial wasn’t going 

Arkansas’s way. 



But I would have had to give a fuck first. 

The stake Cater had come at the queen with fell from her hand before she’d ever reached 

the dais. 

As did her head, falling from her shoulders, when one of the ancient Saxon brothers 

relieved her of it with his sword. 

I wasn’t sure which one had swung their sword. 

Like a cat was a cat – a Bert was a Bert. 

But I would have applauded if I could. 

Because now the Cleaner would need to be summoned as soon as the verdict was 

handed down – which it then was – only moments later. 

Louisiana was cleared of all charges. 

I still didn’t have any fucks to give about her acquittal, but I had a huge fuck to give a 

certain cleaning lady when she showed up to take care of the bloody room. 

I might even help her, if it would mean we could get out of there faster. 

While the crowd dispersed from the room, my eyes darted around, looking for both a 

blond she-devil and a mop, when I heard a recognizable voice softly call out, 

“Northman.” 

I didn’t need to see their face to know who had spoken. 

Nor did she need to see mine – or any others’ – to know who was there with her. 

“Your grace,” I returned and turned to face her, with all of the respect she was due. 

The corners of her lips turned up slightly, with her amusement evident in her voice 

when she said, “You seem distracted.” 



Only then did it occur to me she may have seen the cause for my recent distraction – all 

of it, from me touching The Council’s decreed Untouchable to my pining over a kinky 

pseudonymed Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay Lola – no matter how blind her milky white eyes were. 

I had no idea how her gift as a Seer worked, but I knew it was strong for her to have had 

it when she’d still been human. 

Bowing my head, I spoke with all of the reverence she was due, when I said, “I apologize, 

your grace.” 

I wasn’t sure if she would think I was apologizing for being distracted or for touching 

their Untouchable, but at least I’d sounded sincere. 

Even if I was only sorry for the former and in no way sorry for the latter. 

Because I would be touching her again, if given the opportunity. 

“You are not the only one,” she replied cryptically. 

I couldn’t even begin to guess what she was referring to. 

I wasn’t the only one who had been distracted? 

Was she referring to Gus-Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay-Ola? 

Or did she mean I wasn’t the only one who was sorry? 

And instead she was referring to Jennifer Cater? 

After all, her actions had given way to a whole new meaning to, ‘Losing your head.’ 

But it made no difference because I couldn’t even begin to try and narrow down the 

possibilities by questioning the Ancient Pythoness. 

And that fact brought about a now familiar sensation. 



One where my mouth gaped slightly open, with a shiver of a different kind tingling its 

way down the length of my cock. 

So I said nothing when she offered no further explanation and tried to be less distracted, 

as she began speaking to the other Council members about the trial. 

Once the Ancient Pythoness had been safely escorted to her quarters, I returned to the 

main ballroom in the hopes of spotting the blond who held my balls in her silver chain. 

Instead I spotted several Weres cleaning the remnants of Arkansas’s second from the 

floor and was confronted by a pussy I wanted no part of. 

Thrusting at me all of the items I would need to perform the marriage ceremony I’d 

forgotten all about, I gave voice to my only plausible argument in the form of a snarled 

out, “You forgot the lint brush.” 

~o~O~o~ 

With each of their ‘I do’s’ freely given, I used the ceremonial dagger to cut the wrists of 

their joined hands, with their blood flowing into the chalice underneath, being held by 

the pussy. 

And I was still pissed the pussy I was craving was nowhere around. 

But I kept my features unaffected, while each monarch took a drink of their combined 

blood from the cup before they kissed. 

And kissed. 

And kissed. 

Get a fucking room already… 

The thought of not fucking the one I wanted in the room I already had made me call an 

end to their mouth-fucking. Pocketing the knife, so I could thrust the contracts at them 



to sign, as soon as it was done, I announced, “The marriage is sacred for one hundred 

years.” 

It would probably take me that long to get over my craving. 

A full century at the very least. 

But that thought only brought back to mind her probable heritage. 

Would she live longer than the average human? 

Perhaps not age at all, considering she was fae enough to be able to teleport. 

Were my balls forever lost to me, held in the delicate hands of a fairy hybrid, with an 

earworm for a pseudonym? 

Ell-Oh-Ell-Ay Lola. 

I barely noticed when the reception started up in full swing. 

There were sure-to-be glamoured donors on hand – glamoured either now or they 

certainly would be later – both male and female, wearing thin chains around their 

necks, with charms depicting their blood type. 

There were also goblets of donor blood on offer from any one of several waiters moving 

through the room, with the large trays balanced in their hands. I knew from the aroma 

wafting from them, the glasses contained a relatively pure AB neg. 

I was just as sure it would taste like raw sewage. 

With my official duties for the evening already taken care of, I was debating on leaving 

when the band began to play a new song, just as I felt a quickening in my blood. 

A flash of something… 

Something like sex and candy. 



It was gone just as quickly, but my eyes sought her out anyway and finding her just 

making her way into the ballroom, I found I only had more questions. 

How could she control our supposed one-sided blood tie? 

Why was she here now, when her anonymity was a key concern of The Council? 

And how in the hell had she managed to get into that dress, much less glamour the band 

into playing her new theme song? 

A blond she-devil, with the blue dress on. 

If it could be called a dress. 

I had pocket squares that were comprised of more fabric. 

A scant few threads of silvery blue silk clung to her perfect curves, while she gracefully 

moved through the crowd, as though she were merely a dream. 

A dream all of us were having en masse, given the way fangs were snapping down, like 

puberty driven peckers snapped up at a Victoria’s Secret fashion show. 

Given the normal secrecy surrounding her identity, I was surprised she would show 

herself to so many of my kind. 

But spotting the tiny mouse still residing in the spot my tongue longed to revisit, I forgot 

to pretend I wasn’t whipped by her pussy and didn’t give any other the chance to wonder 

if she was an available donor. 

She wasn’t. 

Available or a donor. 

And even if she was, I wouldn’t allow her to be. 

After all, it had already been decided a cat was a cat. 



So of course this pussy-whipped kitten would want the mouse’s blood. 

She needed no other adornment in my opinion – besides the body of a thousand year 

old Viking vampire to blanket her body – and deciding to rectify her fashion faux pas, I 

appeared at her side a second later. Wasting no time in taking her hand in mine, I led 

her onto the dance floor and then pulled her body flush against mine. 

She smelled so much better than Chanel Number 5. 

I didn’t care what the lyrics were. 

Looking down into her eyes for the first time, I saw both the question and amusement in 

them, but knowing a room filled with supernatural hearing wasn’t the place to get any of 

the other answers I really wanted, instead I playfully asked, “What’s wrong, Lo…ver?” 

Pseudonym or not, I didn’t want to say her name in a room filled with supernatural 

hearing. 

But those same ears hearing me calling her ‘Lover’ was fine by me. 

And thoughts of how well we tangoed in between the sheets made practically purr out, 

“Cat got your tongue?” 

Her pussy could have mine. 

All. Night. Long. 

Times infinity. 

Having her so close again, my mouth was literally watering. I was hungry for everything 

I knew she could offer, but even with my body pressed against hers, I had no sense of 

her presence in my blood. 

She was full of surprises. 

And if I had my way, she would soon be full of me too. 



Watching her eyes flick over to where the Were Genie stood watching us, I began 

making plans for a tiger skin rug, not liking the look of disgust on his face, when she 

looked back at me and said, “I’m allergic to cats.” 

Then it was a good thing I was only a smitten kitten. 

Just this once, a cat wasn’t necessarily a cat. 

Leaning forward, she seemed cognizant of the fact we were the night’s E.F. Hutton – 

when we talked, everyone and their fucking brother listened – so she gave away nothing 

and everything about our connection to one another by saying, “Both of your heads are 

hard. You weren’t coming to me, so if I wanted the chance to cum hard enough I 

might actually black out this time, I figured I would have to come to you. Now, if I’m 

going to have any hope of getting your tongue in me or giving you a bath with mine, we 

need to get out of here.” 

Then acting as though my engine wasn’t already redlined, much less revving, she 

purposely rubbed her body against my front and smiled with her taunting whispered 

words of, “On your mark…” 

I had her halfway across the compound, with her back against the wall, as I stole the 

first of a thousand kisses I would be taking from her that night, before pulling away to 

heatedly smile back at her with my reply of, “Get set…” 

The next thing I knew I was on my back, on top of the bed in my assigned quarters, 

without having moved a muscle. 

Okay. 

Without moving a muscle that wouldn’t have involved me jackhammering the two of us 

the rest of the way there. 

But I forgot all about my virgin voyage via fairy ferry when she ground her hips against 

mine and smirked against my lips, “Go.” 

I took that as my go ahead to rip the clothes from her body. 



Head to toe riot gear wouldn’t have slowed me down, so her threadbare threads were no 

match for me. Latching onto every inch of skin I could reach with my mouth, it would 

have been impossible to keep my fangs at bay. So I made no effort to retract them and 

instead used them to lightly scrape across her body, with my tongue greedily lapping up 

the tiny rivulets of blood my actions produced. 

It was the equivalent of finding an oasis in the middle of a desert. 

While my nutritional needs had been met, with what I would likely always think of as a 

piss poor substitute for her blood, even for her I wouldn’t have allowed myself to waste 

away. But for the first time since I’d last fed on her, I felt truly satisfied. 

And yet not satisfied at all. 

I doubted I would ever get my fill of her, so I appeased myself with the knowledge she 

seemed willing to let me fill her. 

And I would fill every part of her as soon as I could find the wherewithal to remove my 

mouth from her skin. 

Killing me one hip gyration at a time, she leaned back to put her hands on my thighs for 

leverage and my favorite twins on display, while she softly laughed out, “Is that a 

ceremonial dagger in your pocket or are you happy to see me?” 

“Yes.” 

To both. 

Starting at her ankles, my hands slowly slid up her legs and I felt the barest of imprints 

on different areas of each of her calves – scars so faint I hadn’t noticed them before – so 

I made a mental note to explore them further later on. 

For now I continued on my upward trajectory to her thighs, with my thumbs gliding 

over her clit for just a fraction of a second to give her a taste of her own cockteasing 

medicine before I wrapped each hand around her hips. 



Thrusting my still covered cock against her center, I used every shred of willpower I had 

to sound completely unaffected as I casually asked, “So what have you been up to?” 

Digging her nails into my thighs, she returned my thrust with her own, saying, “This…” 

And before I could formulate any thoughts on the thought of her doing this with anyone 

besides me – hypocritical, I know, but my few attempts at fucking her out of my head 

had epically failed, so they didn’t count in my just as hypocritical book – she swiveled 

her hips and flung her body forward, catching herself with her hands on my chest and 

began undoing the buttons of my shirt, ending with, “And that.” 

And so it began. 

Our game of ‘This and That.’ 

“This…this is good,” she’d chanted when I’d sat back on my calves and held her above 

me, pulling her body down as I thrust up into her over and over. 

“That!” she’d yelled into the mattress, when I had her face down and ass up, with me 

slamming into her from behind as I left a pink handprint on her left cheek. 

Her demands of, “Do that again!” were met with a matching one on her right. 

But she gave as good as she got. 

My eyes rolled into the back of my head feeling her teeth scrape across my chest and 

settling over my nipple, she bit down, with her smile coming through in her tone when 

she said, “You like that.” 

Riding me, like a Wild West posse was hot on her trail, she pulled my head to her neck 

and pressed her carotid against my fangs, asking, “Is this what you want?” 

The answer had been, yes. 

Times infinity. 



We kept going until I felt dawn’s approach, but fucking the night away hadn’t been 

enough for me. 

But by fucking the night away, there wasn’t enough time for me to get any of the answers 

I wanted from her. And hoping I would get to see her sooner than later, I hoped to use 

the fact she was on top of me – and cum drunk – to get her to take more of my blood in 

the hopes a second dose would allow me equal footing in the blood tie she could 

somehow open and close at will. 

It was only one of the thousand questions I’d amassed for her. 

Taking the ceremonial dagger from where it had ended up on the nightstand, I cut a 

deep gash into the side of my neck and then sat up, which forced her upright with me. 

Still being inside of her, I used it to my advantage by gently rolling her hips over mine 

and saying, “Take more of my blood.” 

The challenging look she gave me in response told me she wasn’t as cum drunk as I’d 

thought, but burying her face against my neck in the next moment, I figured she wasn’t 

opposed to deepening our connection. 

One that blew the doors off of the tiny tie we’d shared before. 

It felt like I was literally underneath her skin, so I couldn’t imagine what it would feel 

like to have a permanent bond with her. 

Not that it would come to that. 

Unless our next game of This and That got out of hand when we came. 

But knowing a gift horse when it was pulsing around my cock, I took advantage of our 

deeper connection by rolling her onto her back. Lifting her leg so it was perpendicular to 

my chest, I managed to get so deep inside of her, my next batch of cum would likely have 

glow in the dark sperm, like the fish in the deepest depths of the ocean, and brought to 

mind a quote I hadn’t thought of in quite a while. 



The sea, once it casts its spell, holds on in its nets forever. – Jacques Cousteau 

So used to being…well, me…I felt oddly at peace with the thought of being caught up in 

her for a while. 

A good long while. 

~o~O~o~ 

I had barely sensed I was rising for the night when her now familiar touch warmed the 

tips of my fingers, with her voice softly floating into my regaining consciousness. 

“You’re safe.” 

Still coming to, I hadn’t thought to question how she had known I was rising for the 

night when I hadn’t moved a muscle. 

But sensing the change of atmosphere – everything from the scent of the room to the 

barometric pressure of the air was different from when I’d died for the day – I forced my 

eyes open sooner than I normally would have. 

And recognized nothing of my surroundings. 

While she had left the room before I’d succumbed to daybreak – it was likely a photo 

finish tie between her departure and my death for the day – it hadn’t occurred to me she 

would have the means to enter my room while I was dead for the day. 

No matter how she’d gotten us there the night before. 

The compound was owned by The Council, so – in theory – only the best wards would 

do. 

So – in practice – it was a good thing she didn’t seem to wish me any harm. 

But I couldn’t help the accusatory stare I could feel on my face, when my eyes snapped 

her way. However, it – like my rising anger at being moved without my permission while 



I’d been dead for the day – disappeared hearing her unapologetically explain, “There 

was a bomb. I made a command decision. You’re welcome.” 

“What?” I asked, not truly understanding. “What bomb?” 

“The kind that goes boom,” she replied with a small smile. “As far as I know, it didn’t go 

boom, but I didn’t want to take any chances with the guy that can fuck me stupid.” 

And once again making me wonder if she could read my thoughts, she was quick to put 

my mind at ease by adding, “The Council never resides at any of the compounds. 

They’re all safe. But I have no confidence in kitty or his crew to find anything that 

doesn’t have a blinking neon arrow pointing at it saying, ‘Here’s the bomb!’, so I popped 

you here.” 

“And where is here?” I asked, having no idea where we were. 

But the fact we were in a bedroom was giving me other ideas. 

“One of my…safe houses,” she replied, staring down at our hands where she was still 

toying with my fingers with hers. 

And hating myself for even caring – much less asking – I still questioned, “Do you 

normally take vampires home with you?” 

It tasted like pure shit coming out of my mouth, so I gargled the bright side I found 

when I realized I could still feel her in my blood. 

But maybe she was just allowing me to? 

“Normally?” she questioned in return, lifting her eyes and gracing me with a small 

knowing smile. 

And a just as enlightening shrug of her shoulders. 

Luckily for her, she had really sexy shoulders. 



Before her, I never even considered such a thing. 

But then I had plenty of before her items piling up around my feet at every turn, so one 

more made no difference. 

And lucky for me, I could tell she was toying with me. 

Even so, I let the issue drop because really…throwing stones and glass houses, but I 

couldn’t help but point out something else that had been bothering me. 

Something that I actually wasn’t just as guilty of. 

And seeing the little mouse charm still sitting in its rightful place gave way to yet 

another earworm I had stored in the infinite playlist of my mind. 

The Farmer in the Dell. 

And it made me smile because, like the cheese in the song, in this she too would stand 

alone. 

“Our footing isn’t equal,” I began. “You know who I am. You know how to contact me 

directly. For all I know, you could find me anywhere thanks to the blood we’ve shared 

and yet I can’t do the same. I don’t even know your real name.” 

A name was a good place to start, I thought. 

She trusted me to fuck her nearly into a coma, so trusting me with her name shouldn’t 

be that big of an issue. 

Or so I thought. 

So my eyes narrowed when she didn’t appear to be willing and said as much, seemingly 

trying to joke her way out of revealing anything by saying, “I’ve given you enough clues.” 

My lips parted, but the argument behind them died before it could ever fully form. So I 

assumed her motive had been to distract me or that she was using her actions as a way 



to keep from having to explain anything, when she took the hand still in hers and 

pressed a soft kiss into my palm. 

Feeling just as intimate as the kiss on the tip of my nose she’d given as a parting gift at 

our last encounter, it wasn’t any surprise when she gave me one last small smile before 

she disappeared into thin air. 

But feeling just as cheated as I had the last time, I used that same hand to reach down to 

tear the covers away, so I could try to figure out where in the hell I was when I noticed 

something else. 

Something written on the palm of my hand. 

Something that looked like a phone number, lying just underneath the glossy imprint of 

her kiss, along with a single word. 

Sookie. 

Ain’t No Mountain High Enough 

EPOV 

Moving through the crowd, wandering aimlessly down Bourbon Street, my thoughts 

weren’t on my current mission. 

It was wandering aimlessly down the path named Sookie. In the week since I’d last seen 

her, I’d done little else. 

While her name hadn’t been familiar in any way, something told me she wasn’t 

unfamiliar to me either. 

I just couldn’t figure out why. 

At first. 



When I’d finally gotten out of the bed I’d risen in the night she’d saved me from a bomb 

that didn’t in fact go boom, I realized fairly quickly I was in a house. 

A farmhouse to be specific. 

Not that it was a working farm, but the age and style told me it had been at some point 

in its history. 

While there weren’t any signs of anyone living there recently – the refrigerator was 

empty as were the closets, bureaus, and trash cans – the rooms themselves were fully 

furnished and dust free. 

It put me in mind of a museum. 

But then what should one expect when touring a house owned by the Cleaner? 

There were pictures on the mantle of the family I could only assume had once called 

those four walls home. Black and white photos taken in the 40’s and 50’s – given their 

dated clothing and hairstyles – gave way to color photographs, seemingly showing a 

family history spanning three generations at least. 

I didn’t understand how or why that particular house had been chosen as one of her safe 

houses until my eyes landed on the very last picture of the group. 

A young girl, no more than ten years old, smiled at the camera, with a slightly older boy 

– a sibling given the similarity in their appearance – at her side. 

There was no doubt in my mind the girl was Sookie. 

There was no mistaking her bright blue eyes, even if the light behind them was missing. 

Instead there was a darkness that I recognized all too well. 

The kind that could only be brought about by whatever horrors and pain had been 

inflicted on her. 



I nearly called her then and there. Her name and number in the palm of my hand, her 

leaving me to discover I was in her family’s home meant I had even more questions I 

wanted answers to. 

Answers she could provide if she answered her phone. 

But having no signal inside of the house, I was forced to step outside. 

And forced to realize I had been there before, nearly ten years earlier. 

~o~O~o~ 

“I’m in Shreveport, Louisiana,” I replied into the phone, as though she didn’t know. 

Not that I’d given her any notice of where I would be that evening, but she was a seer 

for Christ’s sake. 

She would know where in the hell I would be before I would. 

Never mind the fact it was on her orders two nights earlier I take my search to 

northern Louisiana. 

“North of you is a small town named Bon Temps. There is a farmhouse on 

Hummingbird Road. Find it and find the scent of the girl who lives there. Track her 

location if you can until the prince arrives.” 

The prince? 

What prince? 

I didn’t think she’d meant any purple paisley covered singer – although we did share a 

similar appreciation for Little Red Corvettes – but even if I’d had the balls to question 

the Ancient Pythoness’ orders, I couldn’t. 

Because she’d hung up. 



So I hung up the notion I would be tracking the vampire I’d been looking for that night 

and found a dark alley, where I shot into the sky heading north. Having traveled much 

of the state – Anne Rice’s books had been the cause for many newborn vampire to 

travel to Louisiana, as though it was our birthright – so I had a general idea of where 

the town was. 

But landing at the only farmhouse on Hummingbird Road that didn’t appear to be 

condemned, one look inside told me no one inside had had a good time that night, 

despite the translation of the town’s name. 

Blood covered nearly every surface. The body of an old woman lied just inside of the 

doorway, with the body of a teenage boy lying a few feet from her. The magic that kept 

us out of human homes without an invitation was still intact, so I knew at least one of 

the occupants still lived. 

And I knew just as well it wasn’t either one of them. 

It looked like they’d been mauled by animals, but scenting the air, it wasn’t any animal 

I smelled. 

Not in the conventional sense of the word. 

Instead I smelled a different kind of animal. 

Fairy. 

It was only due to my age and innate stubbornness that I was able to keep my head 

clear and my mind free of their narcotizing aroma. But spotting another trail of blood 

– one that led out of the house and into the yard – I focused on it alone and determined 

it hadn’t come from either of the ones inside. 

I assumed it belonged to the girl I’d been sent to track, but it was contaminated with 

the scent of fairy. Knowing they were the likely culprit, I breathed in deeply and 

allowed their scent to fill every part of me. 



It wasn’t the first time I’d hunted a fairy, so it didn’t take long for that particular 

muscle memory to make its way to the forefront. Taking off in the direction my senses 

and instincts led me, it wasn’t long before I found them. 

Miles away from civilization sat a ramshackle hunting cabin in the middle of the 

woods. Even without the light glowing through the windows or the scent of blood and 

fairy emanating from it, I would have known it was occupied. 

I’d heard her screams before I’d ever laid eyes on it. 

My orders had been to track her down until this prince arrived. 

Nothing more. 

Mission accomplished. 

But having seen some of the horrors she’d already been forced to endure that night, I 

found myself unwilling to allow her to be forced to endure any more. 

I could tell by the lack of a slight glow, indicating the hovel wasn’t owned by a living 

human, that I could freely enter. 

So enter, I did. 

Bursting through the door, I found not one, but two fairies. A brother and sister duo I’d 

had the displeasure of dealing with before. 

Neave and Lochlan. 

They were sadistic – even for their kind – and the female’s silver capped teeth bared at 

me only reiterated that fact. 

The girl was lying on the dirty floor at their feet. Based on her size and style of 

clothing, she couldn’t have been more than fourteen years old. 

It was difficult to tell now that there wasn’t an inch of her that wasn’t covered in blood. 



I couldn’t even tell what color her hair was, other than blood red. What skin was 

showing through her shredded clothes had been torn to ribbons. 

I was surprised she was still alive. 

But her soft whimpers and beating heart told me she was. 

And when her eyes managed to open and find mine through the swollen slits, her stare 

alone told me she had a warrior’s spirit. 

The kinship I felt with her in that moment propelled me further into the room and 

straight at her assailants. Taking one of the bloody carving tools from their bench of 

horrors, I used it to nearly sever Lochlan’s head on the first pass. 

The second pass finished the job. 

Watching her brother’s body turn into a pile of fairy dust, Neave screeched in fury, 

with her silver teeth latching onto my left arm and ripping through the muscle caught 

in her bite. 

So it was a good thing I was right handed. 

It was in that hand that I held the knife, so I used it to thrust into her body just above 

her pubic bone and cut a path straight up to her collarbone. It wasn’t enough to kill her 

immediately, but her pained scream was enough to make her disengage her locked jaw 

from around my arm. 

She dropped to the floor and with the scent of fairy blood all around me, I forced 

myself to not breathe so I wouldn’t give in to my baser instincts. 

It was the last thing the girl needed to see. 

Instead I took off my jacket – my favorite one, now torn at the sleeve thanks to bitchy 

fairies – and kicked Neave on my way by in fashion retribution before using it to cover 

the girl. 



She didn’t appear to be afraid of me, but she was likely in shock. So I gently pushed the 

blood matted hair away from her face and softly said, “You’re safe.” 

Staring back at me, a single tear fell from her eye, cleaning a path through the blood 

covering her face and disappeared into her hairline. 

She was a blond. 

But after hearing her earlier screams and seeing all of the devastation that had been 

forced on her that night, I was surprised she’d had any tears left to shed. 

From the angle of her jaw, I suspected it was broken, so I didn’t ask her any questions. 

But it wouldn’t have mattered anyway when the prince arrived seconds later. 

The Prince of the Sky Fae, Niall Brigant. 

Sword in hand, he took in the room, with rage filling his every feature seeing Neave 

squirming on the floor in pain, next to the pile of fairy dust her brother had become. 

But when his eyes moved to me, and then the girl, he sheathed his sword and stepped 

forward saying, “I am in your debt, vampire.” 

Gently laying a hand on the girl, who I doubted would live through the night – and 

after all that she’d been through, it would be kinder if she didn’t – before he popped 

them away, he pointedly looked down at Neave and then gave me a knowing look, 

saying, “Enjoy your dinner.” 

~o~O~o~ 

But my fairy dinner – which I had enjoyed – was no longer a fond memory. 

How could it be, now knowing that girl must have been Sookie? 

Never in a million years would I have suspected they were one and the same. In my 

mind that girl had died. 



She should have died, given the amount of injuries she’d suffered, along with the blood 

loss. 

I doubted even my blood would have been enough to save her, but then – with Brigant’s 

arrival – I hadn’t been given the time to try. 

I had no way of knowing now, if I even would have tried. 

But what I did know was that I would do more than that if I’d found Sookie under 

similar circumstances, knowing her as I did now. 

Gus. Lola. Sookie. 

I would have gone to her no matter what she’d called herself. 

But it never occurred to me to go back to the farmhouse where the trail first began. I’d 

had no reason to. 

My mission had been accomplished. 

Humans were no concern of mine and even if I’d felt a fleeting kinship 

with that particular human, in my mind she had died. 

There was nothing I could do for a dead girl. 

The Ancient Pythoness had never brought up that night again. Only after seeing who the 

mysterious prince was she’d been referring to, did I make my own assumptions as to 

why she’d sent me after the girl to begin with. Her Grace had many cards up her sleeve 

and being an ally of the Prince of the Sky Fae was only one of many. 

It was an ace – for sure – but only one of many. 

Now, with all of my newfound knowledge, I had more answers. 

And even more questions. 



Where I had once wondered if her seeming aloofness, by keeping her distance from me 

at the time, stemmed from me finally being caught in her chase, now I wondered what 

the chase itself had stemmed from at all. She’d taken me to that house for a reason. She 

would have known I would have put the pieces together. 

Her first words when I’d first risen there that night had been repeated back to me from 

nearly a decade earlier. 

“You’re safe.” 

She couldn’t have chosen them at random. 

But she did say she’d given me enough clues about her identity. 

And she had. 

In spades. 

And I now knew where the Ancient Pythoness’ amusement stemmed from. 

She saw every-fucking-thing that happened from miles away. Literally. 

Her seeing this happening would have had her chuckling at the very least. 

I could only assume it was the prince’s magic that healed her body. And I 

now knew where those faint scars I’d felt on her legs had come from. 

Silver capped teeth. 

I would have had identical scars if it weren’t for the magic of our blood healing our 

wounds. It was only through the magic of consuming vast amounts of fairy blood that 

night that staved off the effects of the silver poisoning I would have had otherwise. 

With the pungent aroma of fairy in the shack that night, there was no way for me to 

discern the unique candy scent of her blood I now knew she normally emanated, for me 

to have made the connection earlier. 



But it wasn’t our shared past that kept me from contacting Sookie once I’d made the 

connection. 

It was our shared present that I was concerned with. 

As much as I wanted her – and I undoubtedly did want her – I didn’t want her as a form 

of payment. 

A thank-you-fuck as recompense for saving her life. 

No fucking thank you. 

So I hadn’t called her yet because I didn’t want to find out if that was why she’d sought 

me out to begin with. 

Because as long as I didn’t call her, I could pretend there would be another round 

of ‘This and That’ in our future, in spite of our past. 

~o~O~o~ 

Finding the illegally made newborn vampire in the French Quarter was about as difficult 

as finding an actual quarter in the bottom of my pocket. 

Like her bright red hair wasn’t enough of a homing beacon, the trail of dead truckers she 

left in her wake was. 

“I’m sorry, mister!” she shrieked, now that I had her body suspended in the air, with my 

hand around her neck. “I didn’t know we wasn’t supposed to kill ‘em. But I was just so 

hungry!” 

“You don’t know proper grammar either,” I sighed, with an eye roll. 

This was why newborns had to be vetted prior to being made vampire or else idiots 

would taint the gene pool. 

Bubba was more than enough. 



Either she didn’t understand the insult or she was too worried about trying to breathe to 

say anything else. 

To breathe air she didn’t need. 

Idiot. 

Knowing I would be calling Sookie to take care of the dead truckers at the very least, I 

was already in a sour mood – because my brief stay in the land of denial was being 

forced to draw to a close – and it came across in my tone, when I shook her by the neck 

and asked, “Who is your Maker?” 

“My what?” she asked in return, with a vacant look in her eyes. “Do you mean, God?” 

And then believing she must have latched onto something that would allow her to see 

another night, she nodded as much as she was able to – my hand was big and her neck 

was small – and said, “Yes! Yes, I am a good Christian girl and I accept Jesus Christ as 

my personal savior.” 

“He can’t save you now,” I sighed, closing my eyes and rubbing the bridge of my nose. 

Maybe I was getting too old for this shit? 

I couldn’t know for sure. 

My mood was sour, after all. 

But what I could know for sure was my blood tie to Sookie – one that I suspected she 

had purposely shut down the moment she left me with the ghosts of her past – flared to 

life. Nothing like the flash she’d given me that night in the ballroom, now I could only 

describe it as something akin to a Maker’s call. 

She was frightened. 

Terrified, actually. 



Giving the girl in my grasp one last firm shake, I warned, “I will return for you. Feed on 

vagrants in the meantime and don’t leave their bodies where they will be found. This is 

Louisiana. The state bird is an alligator for fuck’s sake. Use them.” 

With those final words of wisdom, I dropped her to the ground and took off into the air. 

Sookie wasn’t close, but she was close enough for me to reach her in less than an hour, 

flying at top speed. 

Her emotional state during that time fluctuated. Scared in one moment, she felt 

perfectly at peace in the next. 

But I had no clue what was causing the flip flop in her feelings until I found her. 

Asleep in the bed in the house filled with the ghosts of her past. 

Seeing her lying there, I couldn’t help but remember the first time I’d found her in a 

similar position. So different and yet so similar, my own emotional state was doing its 

own flip flopping. 

But seeing her lying there, I couldn’t help but toe off my shoes and slide into the bed 

behind her, pulling her back against my front. 

It turned out, I did like to cuddle. 

With her. 

And so long as she slept, I could still linger in the land of denial, where she hadn’t 

sought me out for a thank you fuck and instead it had been because she’d wanted to. 

~o~O~o~ 

Nearly two hours had passed by the time she woke up, but even if I hadn’t noticed the 

change in her breathing patterns, her body tensing in my arms would have been yet 

another clue she had given me. 

Sherlock fucking Holmes. That was me. 



So I gave her a clue of her own – one that couldn’t be denied by either one of us any 

longer – alluding to both our past and our present connection to one another, by 

repeating what was becoming our secret password. 

“You’re safe.” 

Tensing even more, her body shot upright on the mattress, with her head whipping 

around to see me lying at her side. But I couldn’t tell if she was agitated or surprised – 

because the moment she regained consciousness, all sense of her in my blood 

disappeared – when she asked, “What are you doing here?” 

“Cuddling.” 

“No,” she shook her head, trying to clear the last bits of sleep from her mind. Then 

gesturing to our surroundings, she repeated, “What are you doing here.” 

I’d done some research on the home and found it had been held in trust ever since the 

last homeowner died, but the current owner’s name wasn’t listed anywhere. 

The Law Offices of Desmond Cataliades was. 

But rather than point out the fact she obviously hadn’t rescinded my invitation, I only 

explained, “You called me.” 

In a sense. 

Her eyes narrowed, putting together her own clues, I suspected, because after a moment 

she didn’t ask for any further explanation and only shrugged with her reply of, “I didn’t 

mean to.” 

“So you misdialed?” I teased. 

She was still too tense for my liking, so I hoped to ease what I suspected was troubling 

her by lightening the mood in the room. Peppering her with the million questions I 

wanted answers to no longer seemed as important. 



I didn’t like seeing her feel uncomfortable in my presence more. 

“I…” she began, stopped, and started again, “I was dreaming. I’m sorry.” 

“Why are you apologizing for dreaming?” 

I thought it a better path to take than to acknowledge what she’d been dreaming about. 

“I don’t know,” she mumbled, with her eyes trained on her fidgeting hands in her lap. “I 

didn’t want this. I don’t want this, but it felt like I was lying to you every time I saw you, 

so when the opportunity presented itself, I took you here.” 

Her rambling words were like a slap to the face. 

She didn’t want this. 

She doesn’t want this. 

And my anger came through loud and clear when I said, “So you brought me here so I 

would understand you were merely showing me your gratitude for rescuing you as a girl, 

by fucking me as a woman, and now your thanks are done.” 

My words were like a slap to the face. 

My face because she slapped her hand across it and leaned forward, completely unafraid 

both seeing and hearing my fangs snap down, as she snarled out, “How dare you.” 

I had her pinned on her back on the mattress, with my body on top of hers a split second 

later, but she only appeared even more defiant when she spat out, “I’m no one’s whore.” 

“And I’m no one’s john,” I snarled back. “My job might be to collect on debts owed, 

but you owed me nothing. So you can keep your thank-you-fucks and consider 

yourself paid in full.” 

Pulling myself away to get the fuck out of there proved to be more difficult than I’d 

anticipated. 



I was caught in the nets of the sea. 

Or rather, Sookie’s body wrapped around mine, but before I could hurt her by physically 

removing her from my body, her next words stopped me. 

“That’s what you think this is?” 

More than her words, it was her tone. 

Disbelief. Mild amusement. 

Exasperation. 

I gave her no response because – obviously – yes, that’s what I thought this was. 

I had been quite clear. 

The lingering sting on my cheek was proof of that. 

But she didn’t push for an answer and instead offered one of her own by saying, “When I 

said I didn’t want this, I meant I didn’t want you to be with me because you felt sorry for 

me. You didn’t just save me from the worst time of my life – you saw me during the 

worst time of my life. That’s why I didn’t tell you who I was at first. I didn’t want your 

pity and I still don’t. When you looked at me, I didn’t want you to see that terrified little 

girl on death’s door. I wanted you to see me for who I am now. But the more time I spent 

with you, the more it felt like I was lying to you. So I ripped it off like a Band-Aid and 

showed you what you would have inevitably found out anyway.” 

She could have been right. Had I known all along who she was I may have viewed her 

differently. 

But my views of her both then and now differed greatly from how she thought I would 

see her. 

“I saw a warrior that night in the shack,” I began. “She was bitten, battered, and 

bloodied, but in her eyes I could see she refused to be beaten. Had I known who you 



were all along I would have been even more impressed with you than I already was. The 

fact that you’re even alive is proof of how strong you are, so no. I don’t feel pity when I 

look at you. I feel awed.” 

Among other things. 

But now wasn’t the time for that. 

Looking as though she was trying to convince herself I was being truthful, she admitted, 

“I’m not sure how to feel about the fact you came running to save me again the moment 

you felt whatever it was when I was dreaming. I’m having a sort of chicken-or-the-egg 

conundrum. Did you show up because of who I once was or because of who I am?” 

“I’m not sure I can separate the two anymore,” I admitted. “But I am sure that I would 

have come to you even only knowing you as Lola.” 

Nothing would have stopped me from going to her, feeling her terror. 

But now having my own chicken-or-the-egg conundrum, I forced myself to man up and 

asked, “Why did you seek me out?” 

“Do you not remember all of the dirty things you promised would happen if we ever met 

up whenever we spoke on the phone?” she laughed. 

I did. 

But now wasn’t the time for that. 

Now I needed answers – to this question in particular – more than I needed another 

romp in the sheets. 

But if her answer was to this particular question was acceptable, I would make time for 

that later on. 

“We flirted for five years,” I reminded her. 



Five long years. 

So I braced myself for whatever her answer may be and asked, “Why me?” 

“Have you looked in a mirror lately?” she teased. “Don’t believe the hype. You can see 

your own reflection.” 

I smiled more with my eyes than my lips, so when I didn’t say any more, she eventually 

sighed, “Are you asking me if I accept Eric Northman as my personal savior? Then the 

answer is yes, I do. It’s hard not to. But if you’re asking if I came looking for you out of 

some trauma-induced hero worship, then the answer is no. I gave myself a five year 

window to make sure of that before I acted on my impulses. You’re sexy as all get out 

and you have a great sense of humor. Why wouldn’t I want to sample the goods?” 

I still had more questions I wanted answers to and I suspected there would always be 

something about her I would be eager to learn about. But seeing her playful leer when 

she’d asked her rhetorical question and feeling our tie open wide, I felt a different kind 

of call coming from her and decided I had enough answers for now. 

And more than enough time to play another round of ‘This and That’ before sunrise 

would call an end to our fun. 

Hooked on a Feeling 

EPOV 

Answering my phone, I was greeted with, “You’re a dick.” 

“You would know,” I smirked in return. “Just how many cocks have you sucked in your 

lifetime?” 

I’d known Alasdair Mòr from nearly the time he’d been made vampire more than seven 

centuries earlier. His skill as a warrior was nearly as legendary as my own, but it wasn’t 

until he’d been promoted to be one of the Ancient Pythoness’ personal guards in his fifth 

century that we became close friends. 



We were close enough to be brothers by the time I left, with him taking over my position 

as the head of the guard detail. 

Which was why he could get away with calling me a dick. 

“Enough to know one when I see one,” he replied. “If it walks like a dick and sounds like 

a dick, then it’s most likely a dick.” 

“As enlightening your tutorial on Cock Characterization is,” I smiled, with an eye roll he 

couldn’t see. “Is there a point to your call this evening that doesn’t have a cum-hole at 

the tip or are you simply that bored?” 

Normally I wouldn’t care why he called and would gladly waste several hours getting 

caught up on the goings on in our world. But I was on my way to meet up with Sookie at 

some place in Monroe called Hooligans. 

I couldn’t even begin to guess what kind of establishment it was, but it didn’t matter to 

me. Not only wouldn’t I beg off spending time with her, her off-handed remark a couple 

of nights earlier, saying it would provide me with a few more clues about how she’d gone 

from the girl I’d first met to the woman she’d undoubtedly become, I couldn’t refuse. 

And I would admit – to myself, at least – I was coming to suspect there wasn’t much I 

would refuse her. 

“Yes.” 

His Scottish accent, tinging his one word reply that – like his sexual preference – could 

go either way, told me he was worked up about something and being in a hurry, I asked, 

“Are you going to share with the class or do I get three guesses?” 

I might have assumed the purpose of his call was work related. To tell me about some 

sort of new threat against either The Council or our kind and he wanted my help in 

routing out the assholes responsible. 

I might have made that assumption if it hadn’t been for his dick-ish greeting. 



“Sookie.” 

My un-beating heart froze, with his one word reply that could only go one way in my 

narrow viewpoint. 

Sookie was in danger. 

Forgetting all about dick-ish greetings in Scottish accents, I searched for her through 

our blood tie. Thankfully, she hadn’t closed it off again since that night in her family’s 

homestead where she’d confessed her true identity. 

And confessed her true motive for seeking me out. 

But she worked for The Council, so it made sense Alasdair would know her given name. 

How he would know we shared a blood tie was another matter – one that had the 

Ancient Pythoness’ name all over it – but I could only assume he had reason to believe 

she was in danger and I answered my assumption of his unspoken question with, “She 

feels fine.” 

And excited. 

In more ways than one. 

So I sent my own throb of want through our shared tie. 

An unspoken, ‘On your mark…’ of sorts. 

The weight of my foot on the accelerator doubled – and my cock grew heavier in 

between my legs – feeling the equivalent of ‘Get set…’ coming from her, but Scottish 

dicks reminded me of their existence by saying, “Yes, she does.” 

“What?” my mouth asked, without my brain’s consent. 

Had they shared blood too? 



I hadn’t smelled any other supernatural blood on her. Not even when I’d only known her 

as Gus. But with her Fae lineage and her ability to shut down our own blood tie at will, I 

supposed she could have concealed anyone else’s blood flowing through her veins from 

me. 

And I didn’t know what bothered me more. 

The idea she’d shared blood with any other vampire – much less one I considered a 

brother – or the idea she’d kept that knowledge from me. 

Our customs dictated any human who’d been given blood by another vampire was – in 

effect – claimed by that vampire. 

But Sookie wasn’t human. 

Not completely. 

So in my mind, no one could truly claim her. 

Not completely. 

Least of all, not without her consent. 

I was still pretending I had any control over my own actions – and reactions – when it 

came to her, so I’d purposely not gone down that road yet. 

We were fucking. 

The act itself – and she – was exquisite. 

Two and two equaled four. 

She and I equaled sixty-nine. 

I’d seen no reason not to stick my head in her pussy and maintain my ‘If it ain’t broke, 

don’t fix it,’ mindset. 



So was the true purpose behind his call to tell me there was nothing to be fixed because 

he had already claimed Sookie as his own? 

If he’d known her as well as I was coming to, he should have known about her ability to 

control the effects of vampire blood in her body. And being as close as brothers, it made 

sense he wouldn’t be angry at me for not knowing about any claim he had on her. 

Even so – as close as brothers or not – the idea of Sookie being beholden to anyone 

other than me wasn’t sitting well. 

If he hadn’t called me and instead had dropped by for a face to face meeting, the 

possibility existed I might have killed him in that moment. 

As close as brothers or not. 

So either he knew me well enough or his employer gave him fair warning and that was 

why he chose to make his claim via phone call. 

As ridiculous as it sounded – even to my own mind – my connection to Sookie ran 

deeper than blood. 

Deeper than the past that had brought our very first meeting about. 

Deeper than the fuck-a-thons we’d had at every meeting since then. 

…As spectacular as they were. 

Proving he did in fact know me well, Alasdair’s teasing voice broke through my internal 

musings when he said, “Get a grip and loosen your grip on the steering wheel before you 

rip the bugger off. I’ve been told – and I quote – ‘To mind my own fucking business and 

it’s none of my business who she’s fucking.’” 

He didn’t have to specify who ‘she’ was. 

I didn’t even have to try very hard to imagine hearing her say that exact fucking phrase. 



But before I could feel any amount of relief from his words, his next ones made sure I 

wouldn’t be getting any reprieve at all, when he went on to say, “But it is my business, 

even if she knows where I fucking rest for the day.” 

Yes. 

Hearing those words – had we been face to face – I definitely would have killed him. 

No matter the fact it was none of my fucking business who she was fucking either. 

But not knowing his nights were numbered – or how irrational I could be when it came 

to her – he’d unwittingly spared himself from the blade of my sword when – ironically 

enough – he threatened me with his own. 

“So the only thing I’m going to say brother,” he sighed. “Is if you hurt her, I will be 

forced to hurt you.” 

Alasdair wasn’t one to get attached to many – or to humans at all – but his warning 

wasn’t all that surprising. 

Sookie wasn’t all that human, after all. 

And I wasn’t the only dick after all was said and done, when he bid me a good night, 

with a, “Slàinte!” 

The fucker was wishing me good health. 

Asshole. 

~o~O~o~ 

Arriving at Hooligan’s, it wasn’t until I walked inside that I allowed myself to believe the 

truth of what I’d first balked at when I’d pulled into the parking lot. 

This was most definitely a strip club. 



Taking a seat at one of the tables off to the side, I first wondered if she was playing some 

sort of game by wanting to meet me there. 

Testing me with tits and ass that weren’t hers, while she graded my actions like a 

disapproving schoolmarm. 

But I dismissed the thought just as quickly. 

Not only was she secure in who she was, she surely had to know by my reaction to 

her Lola that night at the club, no one could hold my attention like she could. 

Guinness should really give her some sort of recognition for such a feat. 

My next thought was maybe this was her way of cluing me into the fact she wanted 

another playmate for our playdates. 

Threesomes – or even foursomes – were nothing new, but the thought of sharing her 

with anyone – even another woman – wasn’t titillating in the least. 

Her tits were mine. 

All mine. 

My claim on them only intensified even more so when I was in the same room with 

them. 

But before my blood could come to a boil at the thought of anyone else trying to make 

her cum, our blood tie, while open still, I discovered the hard way had been muted. 

I only knew it when I felt it explode in my veins – and one vein in particular nearly 

exploded in my pants – when my eyes were automatically drawn to the presence of 

someone coming to stand just to the side of my seat. 

Sookie. 

Dressed like the rest of the cocktease waitresses wandering around. 



“Welcome to Hooligan’s,” she purred, while leaning over and giving me a good view 

of my assets. “My name is Lola and I’ll be serving you this evening.” 

Oh Hell-No-Ell-Ay Lola… 

My fangs snapping down cut into my lower lip, but there was no retracting them. 

Turned on. 

Pissed off. 

Me and my dick couldn’t decide. 

Thankfully, I managed to keep them hidden from all but her as I questioned, “You 

moonlight. As a waitress. At a strip club.” 

This was what she’d wanted to tell me? 

The only thing it revealed was too much skin for too many eyes, all of whom had no 

business looking at any part of her. 

That – and why she wasn’t uncomfortable walking around nearly naked. 

“Only when I’m bored,” she laughed. “But I’m not really wor…” 

Her words trailed off, with her eyes and attention trailing over towards the main 

entrance. The crowd was too large for me to see who – if anyone – she’d noticed coming 

in, from where I was sitting. 

But I had a difficult time obeying her command when she said, “Stay here. I’ll be right 

back.” 

And I had a difficult time holding still, when she spun back around and landed on my 

lap, rubbing her body all over mine. 

Her only explanation had been a wink and a smile. 



Something I’d learned on our second first meeting that meant she was up to no good. 

She disappeared into the crowd and only moments later my searching eyes found her. 

Being pulled off to one side of the club, by none other than Bill Compton. 

Forgetting all about her fairy teleporting powers, I was on my feet and feet away from 

his back when I felt her push something akin to patience through our blood tie. 

I was feeling too impatient, wanting to detach his head from his shoulders for daring to 

touch her, to be sure. 

Moving to the left, I angled myself to be able to see both of their faces and from what I 

could see, I was sure he was attempting to glamour her. 

And I was positively livid hearing him say in a low hypnotic tone, “You don’t fear me. 

You want to come with me now.” 

“I don’t fear you,” she droned back at him in return, in a way that had my foot lifting up. 

Because if that wasn’t the final ‘Go’ to our earlier game, then I didn’t know what was. 

But I stayed that same foot from barreling me towards them, hearing her voice return to 

its normal tone, when she added, “But I sure as hell don’t want to come with you now or 

ever. And I do mean that in every sense of the word. Now tell me something, did your 

Maker command you keep those sideburns or did you lose a bet?” 

I held in my snort – barely – but a drop of pre-cum managed to make its way out of my 

dick, when her response to his gobsmacked expression was to stare straight into his 

faulty-glamouring eyes and say, “I belong to Eric Northman.” 

“You’re goddamn right, you do,” I added, appearing at her side a second later, before I 

even knew I’d decided to move. 

But hearing her declare she was mine felt like… 



Like… 

Something I had no words for. 

But I did know it felt right. 

So I could only hope that she’d really meant it and not meant to use it as a way to 

disentangle herself from Confederate Cunts. 

But the fact remained – she’d said it. 

So I held onto that fact because possession was nine-tenths of the law and as soon as I 

had her in my grasp and away from prying eyes, I wanted to bite her and fuck her and 

rub myself all over her in celebration. 

So I would. 

Soon. 

As soon as I reminded Compton my name was Northman. 

And the fact the North had once again defeated the South. 

“I know you’re original mode of transportation was a horse and buggy,” Sookie offered, 

not bothering to hide her contempt. Then hiding her – my – chest by crossing her arms, 

she ended with, “But could you point your buggy-eyed stare somewhere else?” 

My eyes shot to his, with my body moving to shield hers, hearing his fangs snap down at 

her insolence. But he’d had the wisdom to take a step back, putting more distance 

between them, and keeping his eyes trained on the floor at his feet. 

Good thing. 

I had plans for Sookie that evening that didn’t involve utilizing her contractual cleaning 

duties, but I would have ended him then and there if he’d given the slightest inkling he 

meant to do her any harm. 



She was mine. 

She’d just said so. 

And while she cleaned, I could use the time to glamour all of the humans to forget about 

the vampire dick measuring contest they would have been witness to. 

But I would have given Sookie a celebratory fuck with the winning dick when we were 

both done with our chores. 

And I still would. 

Soon. 

Lifting only his eyes, they met mine, while he spoke at a pace and decibel only a 

supernatural would be able to discern, when he said, “I was sent by the queen to procure 

her. She took notice of the girl at the summit and has had me searching for her ever 

since. You have no choice but to relinquish your claim.” 

“No choice?” I questioned mockingly, taking a small step forward and smiling at the 

thought of such a thing. 

Even without me claiming Sookie, she’d already been claimed by The Council. 

The Council trumped queens every day of the week. 

But that knowledge should only be revealed as a last resort. And this situation wasn’t 

even a next to last resort. 

Already afforded the full protection of The Council, I could kill both him and his queen 

and not face any backlash. 

But I would definitely face some backsplash when I took out the Berts. 

Big Saxon fuckers. 

Maybe I could find a way to take out two Berts with one stone. From a distance. 



Setting all that aside for now, I agreed, “You are correct. I have no choice, for it 

is she who has claimed me.” 

A truth I hadn’t even really admitted to myself until the words fell through my lips. 

Meant to taunt him, they only taunted me with their veracity. 

Not knowing she’d just won another record Guinness should acknowledge, Sookie 

chimed up from behind me, using both hands to grab on and say, “It’s this ass.” 

My ass. 

Her ass. 

Again, semantics. 

Kneading it, like she might get fresh bread later on for her troubles, she added, “You all 

supposedly don’t change, after the change, but every time I see it, I swear it’s gotten 

better.” 

“Northman,” Captain Cuntfederate spoke up, interrupting Sookie’s soliloquy of my 

sexiness. “You are wasting time. The queen will get her way one way or the other.” 

Tired of wasting time – mine and Sookie’s time that could be spent fucking, instead of 

tooling around with this tool – I stared back at him and warned, “Tell your queen to 

stand down or she will most definitely get hers one way or the other. The girl is mine.” 

Showing she wasn’t intimidated in the least – and showing just how insolent she could 

be – Sookie’s head peered around my side from where she stood, still shielded by my 

body in front of hers, and grinned, “It’s my tits. Every time he sees them, he swears 

they’ve gotten better.” 

“Every part of you is magical, Lover,” I smiled in return. 

Truer words… 

“You are willing to incur the wrath of a monarch over a human?” he hissed. 



Hissed over her insolence, my refusal, or his fear of Leclerq when he returned empty 

handed, I had no clue. 

I also had no fucks to give. 

Him. 

I had plenty of fucks to give Sookie. 

Which was why I put an end to his blathering by pulling his face to mine, with my hand 

using the front of his shirt as my oh-shit-handlebar, and stated unequivocally, “Tell your 

monarch I am willing to decimate her entire kingdom, if she dares to even impede 

traffic by getting hit by a semi, when my lover is out running her errands.” 

Then releasing him from my grasp, I smoothed out the wrinkles I’d made in his shirt, 

while smiling, “She hates to wait in traffic.” 

“Idling engines are destroying our ozone,” she nodded on cue. 

But with the scent of confederate cunts caught in my nose hairs, I was reminded of 

another. 

A ginger haired cunt, with an affinity for truckers. 

“Tell me Bill,” I began and was cut off by Sookie’s snort of, “Seriously? That’s his name? 

Vampire Bill? From those sideburns, I would have guessed Ezekiel or Jedediah. 

Bill…how lame. But they say you can tell a lot about man by his name, so it makes 

sense.” 

I could tell by the scathing look on his face, if I hadn’t been there, he would have 

attacked her. But not knowing her name, title, or lineage, he had no idea how deadly 

that would be for him. 

And I didn’t see the point of warning him off any more than I already had. 

She was mine. That should be enough to make him stand down. 



He could learn that lesson the hard way, if he chose to make a move against her. 

But I drew his attention back to me by saying, “I guess congratulations are in order.” 

And at his confused expression, I added, “It’s a girl!” 

He paled even more than his normally pasty hue and I forced myself to not grin, hearing 

Sookie snicker with her whisper of, “I didn’t know you all could still feel constipated.” 

“You have left her unattended long enough for her to leave a trail of bodies in her wake 

and according to the documents provided to me by The Council, as her Maker you have 

not paid the required fee.” 

“You speak of our affairs in front of a human?” he deflected, with his eyes darting 

towards the door. 

Little did he know, I wasn’t going to pursue his misdeeds this evening and was hoping 

he would make a run for it. 

I had a celebratory fuck to commence. 

“I speak of this as an Enforcer for The Council,” I reminded him. “You have broken our 

laws. Any protection you believe you possess by being the procurer to a monarch only 

exists in your own mind. You have one week to pay the turning fee.” 

And seeing the calculating look in his eyes, I knew where his thoughts had strayed, so I 

added, “No matter if she lives for another hundred years or is ended by your own hand 

tonight. The fact remains. You turned her.” 

Then turning his earlier threat back onto him, I promised, “Your debt will be 

collected one way or the other.” 

He left with a sniveling look and a huff, now having more than he’d bargained for by 

showing up here tonight and leaving without Sookie in tow. 

It really was a good night. 



And it was looking to get even better when Sookie dragged me down a hallway and 

shoved her body against mine. 

Running her hands up my chest, her pupils ate her irises as she shoved me through a 

door and groaned, “God, you’re so sexy when you get all growly.” 

Knocking into something, I tripped over something else and realized we were in a broom 

closet. 

Pushing my back up against the wall, her hands were already going for the zipper on my 

pants, while I chuckled out, “You want to fuck in the janitor’s closet?” 

It made no difference to me because I wasn’t too keen on waiting until we got 

somewhere else either. 

And perhaps – one day – I would recall all that she could do, because I was still 

surprised when she reached in to take ahold of my cock, while laughing out her response 

of, “Not even a little bit.” 

Surprised – because we were suddenly in a bedroom. 

One I hadn’t been in before, but she most definitely had. 

Her scent was everywhere. 

The floor to ceiling glass windows could be problematic for me later on, but for now they 

showed the unmistakable nighttime skyline of New York City. 

So my blond was showing when I heard myself ask, “Where are we?” 

Thankfully she didn’t call me out on my keen observation skills and only replied, “My 

apartment.” 

Then asking a question of her own, she added, “Now, where were we?” 

Her hand grasping onto my cock had me panting out, “There. We were right there.” 



By the end of the night we’d also been to her kitchen, her shower, her living room, back 

to her shower, and then back in her bed. 

I could feel the sun rising in the east, even though only the faintest hint of pink was 

lining the horizon. But before I could say anything about needing to find a suitable 

resting place, she reached out and grabbed a remote from her nightstand. 

Metal shades slid down, throwing the room into pitch black darkness, as she sleepily 

mumbled, “You’re safe.” 

In a way, those two words were quickly becoming synonymous with three other words. 

A concept I couldn’t even begin to contemplate, much less grasp, in the little time left in 

the night. 

So I ignored them and brought up the other thing that still didn’t make any sense to me. 

“Why do you moonlight as a waitress at a strip club?” 

Laughing, she turned over and smiled, “I don’t. The club belongs to my cousins. 

My other cousins.” 

Other. 

As in her fairy cousins. 

But I didn’t have to ask for her to explain, “After the attack, I needed some time to heal. 

By the time I was good to go, they moved here and bought a place in Monroe so I could 

be close to home, but not too close and I stayed with them until I was ready to venture 

out on my own. They helped me a lot. Fairies…something about being physically close to 

those who share your blood helps to heal whatever ails you.” 

The same could be said about the effect having her close had on me. 

Not that I was about to say it out loud. 



So I ignored that too and instead decided to get one more answer from her, while I still 

had my wits about me. 

“Tell me,” I whispered, nuzzling my lips against the spot I’d found just underneath her 

left ear and smiled at the goose bumps that rose up on her skin from my actions. “Why 

did Alasdair feel the need to threaten me with bodily harm if I hurt you?” 

“Other than the fact his mouth is so big from all of the dicks he’s sucked?” she giggled. 

Then turning her body so that hers ended up on top of mine, she pressed her lips to my 

own and promised, “That is a story for another night.” 

Surprisingly, that answer was good enough for me. 

But I was coming to learn everything about her was surprising to me. 

And that was fine by me too. 

A Change is Gonna Come 

EPOV 

Rising for the night, I found myself in a position that I could honestly say had been a 

first. 

Something she most likely guessed at because Sookie snickered into my back, “How 

many times in your long life have you been the little spoon?” 

“Never,” I admitted with an unavoidable smile. 

But it was last in a long line of ‘nevers’ I’d since come to experience because of her. 

Wrapped around me from behind, I could tell she was naked, but that hadn’t been 

surprising. We’d been wrapped up in each other for the last seven nights. 

All of them spent naked. 



But I supposed that wasn’t really the case. The truth was I hadn’t left her apartment 

since she’d first popped us there from the strip club’s janitor’s closet, but Sookie had left 

a few times. 

Called away to perform her duties as the Cleaner at various locations scattered across 

the globe. 

Her ability to teleport explained how she could be anywhere at any given time, but we 

had yet to discuss her abilities or her past beyond how it affected our present 

circumstance. 

I wanted to know more. I wanted to know everything about her, but it would seem 

neither one of us were willing to pop the all-inclusive bubble we’d sequestered ourselves 

in over the previous nights. 

But that wasn’t to say we hadn’t talked beyond the dirty little treasures we would bestow 

on one another whenever I was as deep inside of her as I could get. 

I’d learned from her, her New York apartment was her home base. With her Fae 

abilities, she had no need to keep any safe houses in order to keep herself hidden. 

Only a sense of family and childhood nostalgia made her keep one other house safe from 

being sold or demolished. 

I found out she’d chosen New York City because she’d claimed to have needed a change. 

I assumed from the southern landscape and its inhabitants. 

The hustle and bustle of Times Square couldn’t be more different. 

But I would soon learn I was merely making an ass out of myself. 

Cuddled together on the window seat of what I’d come to learn was her penthouse 

apartment, she’d pointed out all of her favorite haunts. 



A coffee shop down the block that apparently made the best mocha cappuccino she’d 

ever had the pleasure to swallow. And then eyed me in a way that told me I was at least 

on par in that same category. 

Next she’d pointed in the general direction of a hole in the wall diner that – according to 

her – could only be found if you knew what you were looking for. It was there she’d 

found the closest version she’d ever come across to her Gran’s fried chicken. 

But the most surprising tidbit of information she’d given me had been an off the cuff 

remark, slipped into the conversation with no more fanfare than if she’d merely been 

commenting on the weather. 

“I chose to live here because I needed to stop hiding from myself. Being a telepath in 

New York City, you either sink from all of the voices bombarding your head or you 

find a way to block them out and float to the top.” 

A telepath. 

So dumbfounded by her revelation, she managed to answer my future question before 

I’d even thought to ask it. 

“I can’t read vampire minds.” 

So perhaps, she was a psychic as well. 

But her admitted gift was why she’d chosen a penthouse apartment in one of the tallest 

residential buildings in the city. The distance from the ground level was a necessary 

buffer for her in the beginning. 

One she claimed she no longer needed. 

However, her revelation explained the haunted look in her eyes in the photo from her 

youth. Hearing every thought of everyone, it was a miracle she hadn’t gone insane. 

But her musings of floating to the top brought to mind my own musings on the first 

night she’d come to me. 



I’d likened her blood to floating on still waters on a summer’s day. 

Knowing her as I did now, I would liken Sookie to a lot more than that, but words failed 

me when it came to her. 

It was why she’d been able to change the subject without any protest from me. 

But while I’d been enjoying my impromptu staycation in Sookie’s home, my own duties 

had merely been put on hold. That had all come to an end when Compton failed to file 

notice of his illegally made child with The Council. 

Nor had he made payment. 

Forcing me to leave her side because I was now forced to seek him out to fulfill his 

obligations wouldn’t be ending well for him. 

But still wrapped up in her arms – the little spoon to her not so big spoon – when I’d felt 

her hands begin to wander over dangerous territory, my mind had wandered away from 

cuntemptuous cocksuckers and back to her. 

Rolling over on top of her, I was in her before she even knew what hit her, but her scent 

had already given away the fact she was prepared for my entrance. 

I didn’t have to guess at what she’d been thinking of to get that way. 

My mouth had immediately been drawn to hers, swallowing her moan with my own. 

Considering how often we’d fucked over the previous nights, it was ridiculous how much 

I still wanted her. Not just her blood or body, I had come to find I craved her mere 

presence. 

The depth of which I had only been able to allude to in a whispered, “I can’t get enough 

of you.” 

“Because I’m magically delicious,” she’d sung out. 



Both true and untrue because while she was undeniably delicious, it had very little to do 

with my continued fascination with her. 

It was more the Sookie-package as a whole than just the creamy filling. 

But before I could say the words my mind had yet to give its permission to admit, her 

playful expression quickly morphed into something else that was truly delectable. 

I would never tire of watching her cum. 

When reality finally managed to pop our all-inclusive bubble, she’d popped us back to 

Monroe where I picked up my car. She’d offered to take me directly to Leclerq’s palace, 

but my refusal had more to do with my needing the time to clear my head of all things 

Sookie, than not wanting her near the lion’s den. 

My only bright side was the thought of needing her expertise if and when I found myself 

standing in the middle of a puddle of Compton’s making and ending. 

I wouldn’t be in need of just her cleaning expertise either. 

But with every mile that grew between us, I had to fight the urge to turn the car around. 

I couldn’t shake the feeling that I’d left something behind. 

I didn’t even have to guess what that something was. 

Both her name and her taste were still on the tip of my tongue. 

But something else was on the tip of my tongue when I was less than ten miles outside of 

New Orleans and I found myself with an unexpected passenger in the seat next to mine. 

One I both named and accused in a growled out, “Dick!” 

“I’m glad you’re finally seeing things my way,” Alasdair chuckled. “Admitting you have a 

problem is the first step to some shite or another.” 



He was lucky I hadn’t killed first and regretted later, with his little stunt of flying in 

through the open car window, holding his sheathed sword in hand. So his next words 

only reminded me of another telepath I couldn’t afford to get lost in, when I was on my 

way to confront a queen and her procurer. 

“You’re getting old,” he teased. “There was a time I would have been a stain on your 

upholstery before I could even say suckmycock.” 

“If your mother had any morals and kept her legs closed, you would have been a stain on 

the bedding when your father was forced to jerk off instead.” 

“Too bad for you she liked to spread’em for dear old daddy,” he chuckled. 

Ignoring the fuse he’d just lit – one that past experience proved could potentially have 

us going back and forth for nights on end – because I didn’t have the time, I forced 

myself to not volley back and instead asked, “What are you doing here?” 

“I missed you too,” he crooned, forcing my eyes to roll. And then his own eyes rolled 

when he leaned in, inhaling my scent, and said, “You smell positively obscene.” 

“I should,” I smirked. 

I’d done positively obscene things with Sookie to get that way. 

And I was positive I knew where his train of thought was headed when he asked, “So she 

told you then?” 

“That she’s a telepath?” I asked and without waiting for an answer, I added, “It’s a 

unique gift, but why would I care? It doesn’t make me want her any more or any less.” 

“So she hasn’t told you then,” he sighed, with a small shake of his head. 

“Told me what?” 

What else was there? 



Whatever it was, nothing could have been worse than finding out she was – in fact – 

moonlighting as a waitress at a strip club. 

“It’s none of my fucking business,” he mimicked, adopting her tone and accent with 

perfection. 

It was another gift of his. 

A fucking creepy one. 

“You seem to be making it your fucking business,” I accused. “So swallow the leftover 

cum in your mouth and spit it out.” 

“I’ve preferred being the top lately,” he deflected. 

But at my expression – meant to warn him of his impending staining of my upholstery – 

he only said, “I know she comes off as indestructible, but I worry for her.” 

I – of all people – knew just how fragile she could be. I’d seen her on death’s door. 

However, the fact she’d survived showed just how strong she was in turn. 

But I couldn’t figure out what he was alluding to. Where he was coming from or what his 

motives were. 

Even by falling back to his initial warning and threat of bodily harm, he had to know I 

would never hurt her or allow her to be hurt by others. 

She may have been sporting a few new bruises thanks to our weeklong staycation, but 

she certainly hadn’t complained. 

Neither had I, enjoying the physical reminders of how each one had come about. 

Even so, it had been difficult to hold back from offering her more of my blood. Not only 

to heal the marks I’d left behind, I wanted to deepen our connection to one another. 



But I wanted it too much for me to make sense of, so I was giving myself a cooling off 

period to see if the urge would remain when I wasn’t lost in her presence. 

So far – if anything – the urge had only grown with every minute we’d been separated. 

It was something to ponder later. 

For now, though, I found myself pondering the fact I had no idea what Alasdair’s 

connection to Sookie was – and the possibility he could have firsthand knowledge of 

how rough she liked to be fucked – so I tried to remember my encasement in a 

proverbial glass house, while I asked, “What are you saying?” 

Staring back at me, like I’d gotten his mother’s legs to spread for me, he intuited that 

very idea when he declared, “You’re a slut.” 

“And I’ve seen bellybuttons that protrude more than your dick,” I volleyed back, still 

unsure of what his point was. 

Like my own verbal observation, his hadn’t anything to do with our conversa… 

Wait! 

What? 

Looking around, I saw no signs Hell had actually frozen over, but I was certain 

nonetheless. 

Alasdair Mòr was asking-without-asking what my intentions were with Sookie. 

I would have laughed, if it weren’t for the fact he would be the one left laughing if he 

knew just how much of a hold she had on me. 

She’d Little-Spooned me just a few hours earlier for fuck’s sake. 

Perhaps that was the actual sign Hell had indeed frozen over. 



But since he’d been too hesitant to come out and say it – likely more worried over the 

threat Sookie was to him than I was to him – I pretended to be dumbfounded by the 

turn our conversation had taken and taken another turn down a dark alley. 

I’d been driving on autopilot during our conversation, so we were nearly at Leclerq’s 

compound and dropping down from the sky onto the palace grounds was a much more 

intimidating entrance than driving up to the front door. 

Getting out of the car, I retrieved my own sword from the trunk and strapped it across 

my back. Alasdair had followed me out of the car, but he had yet to say anything more 

and while he may have preferred being the top lately, it was difficult to hold back from 

reminding him I was the top. 

Always. 

But I wouldn’t be able to fuck with him, if I threw my Sookie-assumptions in his face, so 

I remained silent. As much as I wanted answers about his connection to her and his 

interest in my connection to her, the former really wasn’t my business and the latter 

most definitely wasn’t his. 

Still, I was enjoying how much it was killing him to not make it his business. 

So I didn’t protest his blatant change of the subject when he said, “Think I’ll tag along. 

New World kings and queens amuse me. S’like they’re dressing up in mummy and 

daddy’s closet.” 

I normally worked alone, but having him there with me would make cuntfederate 

assholes pucker even more, so I shrugged with my reply of, “Suit yourself.” 

Taking off into the sky forced him to follow suit and gave me the time I needed to force 

the last ten minutes out of my thoughts. 

Landing in the compound, her ill-equipped guards gave us enough time to reach the 

door before they’d even noticed our presence. 



Had I not taken the time to knock, they wouldn’t have had the time to ask, “Who’s 

there?” before we could have taken out half of her staff. 

A plethora of ‘knock-knock’ jokes filtered through my thoughts and the corners of my 

lips turned up at the thought of Sookie adding a few of her own. 

But it wasn’t the time to be focusing on her and her potential ‘knock-knocks’ – or her 

knockers, no matter how truly magical they were – so I wiped my expression clean. 

Now in the presence of other vampire, we had each mindlessly slipped on our invisible 

suits of armor. Ones that projected both the threat we represented as formidable 

warriors and the authority our positions with The Council afforded us. 

So ‘armor’ was also synonymous with ‘asshole’ in that instance. 

Being met at the door by the queen’s own asshole – her first child and second in 

command – he didn’t even try to hide his disdain when he spat out, “You don’t have an 

appointment.” 

“And you don’t have the balls you were born with,” I warned him in return. “Perhaps 

your Maker had other uses for them. I hear she has an affinity for something 

called ‘Yahtzee’, so I would check for oddly shaped die if I were you.” 

“Yahtzee?” Alasdair snorted derisively from my side and looked down at him to add, 

“Not even good enough for Ben-Wa balls then? Tough break, lad.” 

Having some sense of self-preservation, he ignored our taunts and hissed out through 

gritted teeth, “Her majesty is holding court right now.” 

“Excellent,” I smirked, pushing my way past him with Alasdair in tow. “Then her palace 

staff should be in attendance.” 

Andre’s problem wasn’t only the fact his Maker was a spoiled brat, but the fact she was a 

royal spoiled brat. 

It gave him the idea he wasn’t accountable to anyone but her. 



An idea I would strip him of one appendage at a time if he gave me any problems. 

Walking into any reputable decorator’s worst nightmare, I found Leclerq lying on a 

chaise lounge wearing attire suitable for a beach. 

Were it still the 1950’s. 

Flanking her on either side were the Berts, looking as formidable and as Neanderthal as 

ever. And I smirked again hearing Alasdair’s low whistle, followed by him turning 

towards Andre, whose sour expression only puckered more hearing Alasdair say, “S’no 

wonder your baby dick is Ben-Wa outta shape, but chin up boy. Your balls could still 

drop any day.” 

Then leaning towards me, he eyed the Berts and pretended to whisper, “S’like a 

mountain fucked Brunhilda and twin boulders rolled out of her cavernous cunt.” 

Just one of many reasons why we were such good friends. 

“Brunhilda of Austrasia had a husband named Sigebert, so it’s a possibility,” I chuckled, 

not bothering to even give the appearance of whispering. 

Because I would have had to have given a fuck first and I’d left all of my fucks with 

Sookie. 

I still had many more to give her though. 

But thinking of her only reminded me of Leclerq’s want of what was mine. And it would 

seem my appearance there that night reminded her of it as well because she said, 

“Northman. Have you come to your senses and decided to hand over the girl?” 

I hadn’t informed Alasdair of Compton’s mission, but he could have been informed by 

the Ancient Pythoness. 

Not that I’d told her of it either, but then, I didn’t really have to. 



No matter any direct confirmation from me, I gathered he surmised who the girl was 

she’d been referencing because his entire stance changed. 

With nothing more than a slight lifting of his chin in her direction, his entire body 

exuded a kind of dominance over the room the power of having a hundred kingdoms 

could never give Leclerq. 

His top was showing. 

So I showed my top as well, by recalling my previous warning that should have been 

passed on to her through Compton and reminded her of it with my reply of, “I came to 

investigate a pileup on the I-10.” 

And my expression said the exact opposite of my next words when I said, “Good to see 

you looking so…intact, Your Majesty.” 

Taking a look around the ostentatious room, what I didn’t see was Compton or his 

progeny, but as her procurer she should have a general idea of where he was. 

However, what I did see was another of queen’s children, Waldo. 

Picturing him in a red and white striped pullover, with a green knit hat, didn’t make him 

any less of a creepy fuck. 

But seeing his attention drawn to another vampire in the room – one who I was sure I 

hadn’t met before, but seemed familiar nonetheless – I trained my acute senses on her 

and didn’t bother to hide my incredulousness when I turned my gaze back on Leclerq 

and accused, “You’ve made another child?” 

There was no mistaking the scent of Leclerq’s blood the girl emanated or the fact she 

wasn’t more than a year old. 

Her fidgeting was a dead giveaway. 

“Oy,” Alasdair scoffed. “Did you and your kiddies move outta the shoe you were livin’ in 

or did ya renovate this place from a pump to a palace?” 



“Watch your tone,” she warned threateningly. “I am a queen and you will show me the 

respect I am due.” 

“With all due respect,” he smiled, showing he wasn’t intimidated by her posturing, by 

allowing his fangs to drop down. “I have more respect for Dame Edna. At least 

she means to be funny.” 

Then elbowing me, he chuckled, “Cracks my shit up, she does.” 

“I call you Celie for a reason,” I smirked. 

Like the lilac hue of Dame Edna’s wig, he did so love the color purple. 

But as much as I was enjoying the atmosphere of the room – and in this instance I 

would enjoy more, having my balls removed by the silver spoon currently lodged in 

Leclerq’s cunt – I had another cunt to hunt down. 

Monarchs had more leeway when it came to making children, so I ignored the fact she’d 

made yet another one without filing the proper documentation and only said, “I’m here 

for Bill Compton.” 

“I’ve sent him off on a mission,” she offered, dismissing me with a casual wave of her 

hand. And then eying me like I wasn’t two seconds away from taking her head, she 

pouted, “To Peru.” 

She Machu Picchu’d my mission? 

It made no difference really. The fact she’d sent him out of my territory into South 

America could be taken care of with a simple phone call. 

And taken care of even faster, with the aid of my magical lover’s method of travel. 

It was the fact she had defied our laws by aiding and abetting a known fugitive that had 

me calling on every ounce of restraint I had to contain my rage, as I asked, “Did he not 

inform you he was required to submit payment for his illegally made child by tonight?” 



She could claim ignorance. 

The root word itself already applied to her. 

Ignorant. 

Something she proved by dismissing me yet again by saying, “The ginger-haired girl was 

just a little bit of fun we had when Lorena came for a visit.” 

But before I could ascertain the root cause of how the girl came to be turned, just 

because Compton’s Maker was in town, the question itself was wiped from my mind 

hearing her add, “His skills as a procurer that night weren’t as up to par as his usual 

work, as evidenced by my newest child, Hadley.” 

We both looked over at the girl, who was obviously pleased by her Maker’s words, but all 

pleasantry disappeared from the room when Leclerq turned her now furious eyes back 

to me and accused, “Did Compton not inform you the girl you’ve claimed 

for yourself was to be mine?” 

“As you’ve just said, Your Majesty,” I warned, taking a step forward and fully prepared 

to take her head. “I’ve already claimed the girl.” 

Leclerq was too unstable, in my opinion, to be told the truth of Sookie’s position with – 

and therefore her protection by – The Council. 

She would see it as a challenge. 

It would be the last thing she saw before I took her undead life. 

“I am a monarch,” she bellowed, standing from her ridiculous chair and taking her own 

step towards me, only bolstered even more so when she was shadowed by the Berts. 

But an Alasdair at my side was worth two Berts in her bush, any day of the week. 

The low growl rumbling through his chest at my side, knowing just who the queen had 

in her sights, only added fuel to my fire, so she should have taken my tone as a sign of 



just how serious I was when I said, “A monarch you may be, but you are 

not my queen. My fealty is to The Council. The girl is mine. A threat against her is a 

threat against me and – therefore – The Council.” 

And the Fae. 

But there was no reason to make Sookie even more attractive in Leclerq’s eyes. 

The fact alone she was a telepath probably would have had the bitch salivating. 

Be it my warning or her own imaginings of just how well she would do in a war against 

The Council, Leclerq backed down after a moment and retook her seat. Pointedly 

glancing at her newest child, she then looked back to me and said, “It’s a shame, really. 

It would have been nice to have a complete set.” 

Unsure of what she was alluding to, I went with the obvious and said, “Buxom blonds 

are a dime a dozen.” 

Mine just happened to be priceless. 

And her tits and hair color had nothing to do with her worth. 

“Flaxen hair isn’t the only thing they have in common,” she taunted. 

But showing just how young she was, her newest child broke protocol by speaking up 

and saying, “I’m sure it was all in my head. My cousin was killed.” 

Her cousin? 

Knowing she wasn’t in any way one of Sookie’s other cousins, I couldn’t stop myself 

from wondering if she could be just a cousin. 

A human turned vampire cousin. 



Staring at her now, the unfamiliar vampire was becoming more familiar to my eyes. I 

could see there were some similarities between them. Not as much as those Sookie had 

shared with her brother, but there were some. 

Enough to make me concerned. 

A concern I apparently shared with Alasdair, hearing his slight intake of breath when 

he’d likely come to the same conclusion. 

But I didn’t know enough about Sookie’s past to even know if she had a human cousin to 

be turned vampire. 

And it was my own fault for selfishly not wanting to burst our all-inclusive bubble. 

But Alasdair’s reaction was enough to tell me it was at the very least a possibility. The 

fact he seemed to know Sookie better than me in any way yanked at the short hairs 

surrounding my inner prick, but now wasn’t the time for that. 

Leclerq made sure of it by hissing at her newborn, “You will not speak without 

permission.” 

Dutifully, the one called Hadley dropped her eyes back down to her feet and whimpered 

submissively. 

So if they were related in any way, Sookie shared nothing of that particular personality 

trait with her cousin. 

Thank the gods. 

And I found myself sending a silent prayer to those same gods, when Leclerq turned her 

eyes back on me and simply uttered, “Sookie Stackhouse.” 

While I was certain my only tell had been the recognition of her name behind my eyes, 

ultimately it had made no difference. 

Alasdair’s immediate drawing of his sword gave any pretenses away. 



Automatically doing the same with my own sword, only reiterated that fact. 

As did my warning of, “Sookie Stackhouse is a protected asset of The Council. Make a 

move against her and you will be signing your own death warrant.” 

While it was within my power to end her for such an act, I did have to give her fair 

warning. 

It would be her only warning. 

As a queen she’d become accustomed to taking whatever she wanted from her subjects, 

so her earlier posturing over my claim alone on Sookie was a byproduct of her entitled 

attitude. But if she chose to advance now, it would be at her own folly. 

The Berts took up similar defensive stances on either side of their Maker, with their 

swords held at the ready, while her remaining children openly hissed at our threat to 

their queen. 

But it was Leclerq’s tinkling laughter that broke the lingering silence in the room, before 

she clapped like an idiot and squealed, “What fun.” 

Not an overt threat, I couldn’t act on her words and give her the true death she deserved, 

but I still viewed them as an omen of what was to come. 

She wasn’t going to give up her pursuit. 

Not by a long shot. 

If anything, the reactions of an Enforcer and the head guard to the Ancient Pythoness 

had just made Sookie even more of a prize to be fought over and won in Leclerq’s eyes. 

For that alone, when she ultimately forced my hand, her eyes would be the first thing I 

took from her. 

Sookie wasn’t a prize to be won. 



She was simply mine. 

The Thrill is Gone 

EPOV 

“You really think he’ll show up here tonight?” 

The soft sound of her voice floated through the air, breaking the near silent atmosphere 

surrounding us. I’d been enjoying the feel of her fingers tracing invisible patterns on the 

top of my hand, but even so, I still felt the need to turn that same hand over to take hers 

in mine. 

But it took a slight squeeze from hers and a nudge from her elbow to remind me she was 

waiting on an answer, so I gave her one by saying, “I do. At least that’s what Thalia’s 

sources have told her.” 

The Enforcer for South America wasn’t the most verbose vampire I’d ever known, so I’d 

been lucky to get that much information from her. She preferred to be left alone. 

And we – as a race – were more than happy to oblige her. 

“It’s a beautiful place,” she admitted, looking all around us. “But what could he possibly 

have been sent all the way here to get?” 

“I’m sure the only mission his queen had in mind was to fuck with my own.” 

And what was mine. 

“Or maybe she just got confused and thought this was the Amazon everyone’s been 

ordering from,” she giggled. 

Unable to resist, I allowed myself to nuzzle against her neck, which elicited another 

round of giggles from her now accompanied by goose bumps, while I replied, “Another 

solid theory.” 



Sophie-Anne was unstable, but she wasn’t stupid. She’d danced around her veiled threat 

to Sookie enough that she could have given Salome a run for her money. 

Alasdair and I had been left with no choice but to leave her alive and intact. 

My only recourse for now was to hold out hope for that semi. 

But the first thing I’d done, after leaving her peep-toe turned palace, was gone back to 

Sookie, while Alasdair returned to The Council to inform them of Leclerq’s fuckery. 

She hadn’t appeared surprised to see me again so soon, but her smile when she laid eyes 

on me walking through her cousins’ office door had been contagious. 

I didn’t need any outside confirmation to know I’d been infected with the Sookie-virus. 

She was both the cause and the cure. 

But I’d waited until she popped us back to her apartment in the early morning hours to 

tell her all that we’d learned. 

~o~O~o~ 

“Hadley is a vampire?” 

Her surprise had been evident in her tone. But it was I who was surprised yet again, 

when she responded to my nod with, “Well, good for her. I’m glad she’s doing better.” 

Better? 

After all that she’d been through – after witnessing her family being slaughtered around 

her – she was glad the last human kin she had left wasn’t even a human any longer? 

“Why does this not bother you?” I heard myself ask, unable to make any sense of the 

genuine sincerity flowing through her veins. 

Little did I know, my simple query had been the key to getting all of the answers I’d been 

waiting to find out. 



But first she asked, “What do you know about that night?” 

That night. 

The night I’d tracked her down and killed her assailants, but not before they had almost 

succeeded in killing her. 

Just thinking about that night, pissed me off to no end. 

She had no outward reaction to seeing my fangs snap down. Her gaze held mine without 

any fear. I only knew from my blood in her body – on the inside – she was feeling a 

mixture of sadness and curiosity, but none of it showed in her features. 

“That night,” I forced out. “I was in Shreveport on another mission when she called and 

sent me to Bon Temps in search of you. I was told to track you until the prince arrived.” 

Chuckling at my recollection, at my quizzical expression she explained the source of her 

amusement by interjecting, “I would call it a lucky coincidence, but I’ve come to learn 

nothing is coincidence when she is involved.” 

“So you’ve met?” I smirked, obviously not needing to elaborate. 

Her only response was a slight nod, but her smile slowly disappeared as the past came 

back to haunt her behind her eyes when she explained, “I grew up in the dark. To me, 

fairies were nothing more than fairytales. Sure, I could hear thoughts, but I’d never 

imagined it was due to anything supernatural. I figured I must have been dropped on 

my head as a baby and that was the end result.” 

A small rueful smile appeared on her lips, but it went away when she went on to say, 

“What I didn’t know – what I’d never heard a whisper of from anyone, thoughts or 

otherwise – was that my Gran’s husband wasn’t my biological grandfather. A childhood 

illness had apparently left him sterile, so one handsome stranger walking up on their 

property and a convenient morality memory loss later, my father was born. To be rinsed 

and repeated, with the birth of my Aunt Linda two years later.” 



The struggle she felt was apparent on her face and in her voice as she said, “I get that 

they were probably desperate. I get that it wasn’t the type of news they would have 

wanted the world to know about. I get that I should just be happy because without it 

happening, I wouldn’t even be here to judge them for their decisions. But sometimes I 

can’t help it. My Gran knew about my little quirk. She knew how difficult it was for me 

growing up. She could have told me about her baby daddy versus her babies’ daddy, so I 

would have at least had that to hold onto to explain why I was so different.” 

Sighing, she took a moment before shaking off her melancholy and saying, “Fintan 

Brigant was my biological grandfather, the half human son of Niall Brigant. I’ve come to 

learn the hard way fairy hybrids aren’t looked too kindly on by some of their race, so he 

hid our existence from the Fae – to include his own family – with his magic. That 

night was the night he died – killed by those same assholes you ended up killing – but 

his magic died with him, which is how they were able to find us. They killed Gran and 

my brother, but they took their time with me because I’ve since learned I was born with 

something called the essential spark. It’s the cornerstone of a fairy’s magic. They were 

pretty pissed I had it and let me know it.” 

I remembered all too well how they had let her know it. 

If there was a way to pull them back from the purgatory they should be stewing in, I 

would. 

So I could kill them all over again. 

She sat quietly at my side, allowing me the time to run through her words over and over 

again. So when I didn’t ask any questions, she said, “Niall, my great-grandfather, didn’t 

know of me or what was going on until Fintan’s spirit appeared to him before going on 

to their version of Heaven, the Summerland. Traveling back and forth between realms 

isn’t as easy as traveling back and forth between New York and Monroe, so he 

contacted her, who in turn contacted you.” 



Giving me a look that said it all, she said it anyway with, “You know what happened 

then. But when we left you there, I was quite literally on death’s door. He knew even his 

magic wouldn’t have been able to save me, so he did the only thing he could think of.” 

Then holding my gaze with her own, she said, “He took me to her.” 

To her. 

He took Sookie to her. 

It almost sounded like the beginnings of a bad joke. 

A fairy prince and an ancient vampire walk into a bar… 

So my incredulousness came out unbidden in the form of a questioning, “The Prince of 

the Sky Fae, whose own magical powers are legendary, took you – his great-

granddaughter – to the oldest known vampire to be healed?” 

I would have thought it an impossibility. 

But then I’d thought many things were an impossibility until I’d met her. 

“Only a drop will do ya,” she smiled softly. 

At the age of her blood, a literal drop was likely the recommended dosage. 

Any more would have cooked her. 

Either not understanding the reason for my gobsmacked expression, or choosing to 

ignore it altogether, she said, “So to make a long story even longer, that is why I’m 

happy for Hadley. She’d run off a few months before that night. Her mother had been 

weeks away from dying of cancer and she’d turned to drugs as an escape. As far as I 

know, coke and heroin do nothing for you all, so she’s clean. She’s healthy. She’s 

healed. So I’m happy for her.” 



Giving zero shits about her cousin, her twat of a maker, or anything else in that moment, 

I went back to the part of her story I was still stuck on, repeating, “You were given the 

blood of the Ancient Pythoness.” 

“I’m allowed to call her Pythia now,” she smiled and teased, “We’re close like that.” 

Another impossibility. 

And yet looking back at her now, all I could see was possibility. 

But still, I asked, “Is that what Alasdair’s had his dick bent out of shape about?” 

It didn’t make any sense to me, but then a lot of things about him had never made any 

sense to me. 

“Probably not,” she chuckled, with her eyes darting away for a moment. Then meeting 

mine again, she added, “But he’s a kinky fuck, so a bent dick could be from any number 

of things, people, and places he shouldn’t have stuck it in.” 

As true as that may be, I had a sense she knew exactly what had Alasdair’s panties in a 

bunch. So I told myself it was none of my business. 

Glass houses. Throwing stones. Et al. 

Which is why my query came out through gritted teeth, trying to stop it from being 

voiced, when I heard myself ask, “Were you lovers?” 

If she’d been brought directly to the Ancient Pythoness on that night, odds were he’d 

been there. 

If she’d visited enough times since then, for them to be close like that, odds were 

Alasdair had been there as well. 

So how close were they? 



The odds of them not being lovers at some point in time just weren’t in my favor. But 

even so, my denial was so great that I’d posed my question in the past tense, in the 

hopes it would somehow soften the blow she may have been blowing him once upon a 

time. 

I didn’t know what I would do if I learned I was using the wrong tense. 

But she saved me from my metaphorical death by glass shards – and his literal death by 

my sword – when she laughed – guffawed, really – before she emphatically answered, 

“No!” 

Her one word answer didn’t provide me with any more answers as to what his motives 

were, but it was the only answer I needed to hear. 

It was a good thing because after that I couldn’t hear anything over the sound of the 

blood rushing through my ears. 

All of it headed south. 

Pulling her still laughing lips to mine, I swallowed her giggles until they gave way to the 

other kinds of noises she made that had a way of setting my every nerve ending on fire. 

But knowing we were seconds away from losing all train of thought by getting lost in one 

another, I pulled away, while simultaneously pulling her body closer to mine, and said, 

“I want us to exchange blood again.” 

“A second exchange?” she asked, after taking a moment to focus on my words. 

Because my dick was doing its damnedest, trying to keep her focused on it instead. 

Nodding my reply, I added, “You know the significance?” 

While she’d had my blood twice, we’d only mutually exchanged blood once. I hadn’t yet 

asked her about her ability to control our blood tie, but she hadn’t closed it off since the 

night I’d found her asleep in her childhood home. 



I was almost afraid to bring it up and remind her how easily she could bring me to my 

knees. 

If I was going to be on my knees, I only wanted it to be because I was fucking her from 

behind. 

Answering my question with a small nod of her own, I hadn’t been sure which question 

she’d been responding to – the significance of another exchange or agreeing to the 

exchange itself. 

But I didn’t have to wonder for long. 

Wearing what she’d called ‘suitable’ attire for visiting her cousins’ club earlier that night, 

there wasn’t much of a barrier between us to begin with. So all she had to do was slide 

my zipper down and slide her stamp-sized G-string over before she sunk down on top of 

me. 

Needing to touch more of her, my fingers dug into the flesh covering her hips, but I let 

her move at her own pace and just enjoyed the way she moved on top of me. Already lost 

in her – to her – I gave no real thought to the way her tongue blazed a path across my 

collarbone. 

Feeling her teeth scrape across my skin was – in my mind – nothing more than a perfect 

accompaniment to what the rest of her was doing. 

Her biting into the flesh at the base of my neck, however, was my undoing. 

I don’t know why I hadn’t been expecting it. 

It had been my idea to begin with. 

I blamed her and her magical abilities. 

Not from any essential spark or Fae heritage, the woman in my arms merely possessed 

the ability to fuck me stupid. 



Bucking my hips up, my grip on hers automatically tightened in turn as I brought her 

back down and held her there, giving and taking everything we had from one another. 

My teeth bit into her neck without warning, but the pulsing around my cock told me she 

was okay with it. My bite had been instinctual. 

I wouldn’t have been able to stop myself if I’d tried. 

Not that I would have. 

Ever. 

One of us came soon after, followed quickly by the other. I had no way of telling who’d 

been first. 

In that moment, I wouldn’t have been able to follow Abbott and Costello’s ‘Who’s on 

first?’ routine. 

With our blood tie newly strengthened – with our bodies still plastered together and me 

still inside of her – there was no way for me to distinguish where I left off and she began. 

I wasn’t just waxing quixotic. 

I really couldn’t fucking tell. 

So it was a good thing I didn’t care. All I cared about was in my arms. 

Or maybe it was I who was in her arms. 

I didn’t care about semantics either. 

~o~O~o~ 

Pulling me from my thoughts, Sookie leaned over, peering off into the distance and said, 

“Someone’s coming.” 

Not hearing anyone’s approach, I didn’t question her claim, now knowing it was her gift 

that had made her aware of Compton’s entrance into the club a week earlier. She hadn’t 



known who he was, other than a vampire entering her fairy cousins’ club, so it had been 

a coincidence of sorts she’d sought out the one who’d been sent to find her. 

Explained to me as what she called a void vampire minds registered as to hers, she could 

tell the difference between any number of supernaturals with her gift, based on their 

brain signatures. 

But I got up from where I’d been sitting, when I heard her whisper, “There’re two of 

them.” 

“What if I asked you to wait somewhere else, while I deal with them, and I’ll call you 

when I’m done?” 

Bumping my side with her own, she teased, “I would give you shit for thinking 

Sideburns was any kind of threat other than to the fashion police.” 

Shaking my head because I’d expected no less, I set aside the other question I planned 

on asking her that evening and waited for Compton and whoever he had with him to 

make their approach. The fact he was out sightseeing, forcing me to wait for his 

indebted ass at the top of Machu Picchu, only drove home the fact I was getting tired of 

this life. 

Not the undead life I’d sustained for over a thousand years, but the life of an Enforcer. 

Having Sookie in my life only made it even less appealing. 

In reality, her lifestyle was as mobile as mine. She could come with me on my 

assignments. I could go with her on hers. 

With her mode of travel, we didn’t even need to carry passports. 

But being forced to focus on anything that had nothing to do with either of our own 

wants or needs was aggravating. 

While I had the option of not signing a new contract when my current one came to an 

end in a few months, the downside would be I could no longer claim my fealty was to 



The Council alone. My allegiance wouldn’t expire with my contract, but I would still 

have to swear my fealty to the regime where I ultimately decided to hang my proverbial 

hat. 

I didn’t want that either. 

My age made me viewed as a threat because there weren’t many monarchs in the New 

World who were older than me. Even if I found one I could stand for any length of time, 

I would then be forced to answer to an Area Sheriff. 

All it would take was one summons from them for an appearance by me – a reasonable 

request by our standards – and I would show up and shove a wooden stake into their 

heart for thinking they could tell me what to do. 

An unreasonable reaction by our standards. 

So I was stuck in limbo for now. 

Focusing once more, I could finally hear the footsteps getting closer. But more than that, 

I heard something else. 

Something unbelievable. 

Something undeniable seeing them coming into view. 

Compton had brought his progeny along with him. I’d heard him boring to death his 

before then unseen companion, with facts about Machu Picchu and had assumed the 

responding silence meant they had tuned him out. 

Who wouldn’t? 

But the girl – turned for whatever reason due to Lorena’s visit – was clearly hanging on 

his every word. 

Like he was her hero. 



And he actually acted like one, putting himself in front of her to block her from view, 

when he saw me waiting for him. 

“It’s not her fault,” he stared back at me. “I will accept my punishment, but Jessica 

doesn’t deserve to be ended for my failures.” 

“Maaannn…Don’t make me feel bad for you…” Sookie sighed out in a whisper from 

somewhere behind me. 

Either not hearing Sookie or wisely choosing to ignore anything she said, Compton 

added, “She didn’t ask for this life.” 

“None of us did,” I challenged. 

vHarmony was a relatively new concept, after all. 

“And you can’t choose your Maker,” he challenged in return. 

Having met his Maker on a few occasions, I knew that fact was something we were both 

well aware of. 

But since he opened the door – and I was becoming more curious by the second – I 

asked, “Tell me, how did you come to be her Maker?” 

If he made any kind of crack about draining her, filling her with his blood, and burying 

her in a patch of dirt, then Sookie would need to break out her magic cleaning wand. 

Instead he explained what his queen had been alluding to by saying, “My Maker had 

shown up at the palace for a visit. Whenever she’s around the queen…well, nothing good 

comes from it. They play these games, trying to one up each other, and during her last 

visit, I was told to return with a pretty, young girl.” 

Looking down at his feet, I could see the shame on his face, when he added in a low 

voice, “A virgin.” 



His progeny hid her face behind her hands, showing her youth in all ways, but he 

pressed on with his tale by explaining, “I didn’t know until I returned with Jessica what 

their plan was. They both know how much I regretted being taken from my family. How 

much I wished I had died a human death. So they thought it would be fun if the queen 

ordered me to turn her. And never one to be left out, Lorena waited until she rose to 

command me to never end her.” 

I didn’t often find myself feeling any amount of sympathy for anyone, but there was a 

twinge of something lurking around inside of me. 

Maybe it was just coming from Sookie. 

To be ordered to make a child not of your choosing was barbaric, even by our standards. 

A child/Maker bond wasn’t something that could be ignored. 

Suppressed, yes. But it would always be there. 

Always. 

At least until one of them met the true death. 

“That is why there was no paperwork filed before or after her turning. Lorena seized the 

contents of my bank accounts, so I couldn’t pay the turning fee.” Sounding as bitter as 

he had every right to sound, he added, “She said it was for my own good. That she was 

teaching me to stand on my own two feet.” 

“By ensuring your two feet would be standing in the path directly in front of my sword?” 

Yes. 

I was definitely tiring of this life. 

The waves of emotions coming from Sookie were similar to the ones she felt every time 

those fucking ASPCA commercials came on the TV, so I didn’t have to ask for her 

opinion. 



I had it whether I wanted it or not. 

Sounding apologetic, Compton said, “When I returned from Monroe without…your 

human, Sophie-Anne became enraged. It was then she let slip the possible connection 

she has to her newest child, Hadley. I still don’t know why that would matter to her, but 

much of what Sophie-Anne says and does doesn’t make sense to me. Knowing I’d 

already provoked you by attempting to secure your human, she ordered me to come 

here, either to ensure you would end me on sight for fleeing to another jurisdiction or in 

the hopes that by you coming here after me, your human would be left vulnerable.” 

Leclerq hadn’t given me enough credit. 

And perhaps, I hadn’t given Compton enough either. 

I’d known of him for years. Had seen him in passing at one time or another. He’d always 

been a miserable fuck, full of self-loathing over what he was, which I hadn’t seen the 

point of and judged him for it. 

The majority of us hadn’t known vampire existed until we rose as one. 

Get over it. 

Immortality wasn’t akin to getting herpes, even if both supposedly lasted forever. 

But curious over his own motives, I asked, “If you thought I would end you on sight, why 

did you bring your progeny with you?” 

“She had never been out of the state, much less the country,” he answered, sounding 

remorseful. “I’ve already taken so much away from her, I thought if my end was 

inevitable, the least I could do was show her some of the world, before I was forced to 

leave her to fend for herself in it.” 

If I hadn’t known any better, I would have thought Sookie had just come across a sack of 

wet kittens washed up on a shoreline. 

That’s what it felt like. 



So if anyone asked – and anyone’s name, in reality, was Alasdair – I would blame her 

tender heart for what came out of my mouth next. 

“I will suspend your sentence and clear your debt with The Council. If you’re smart, 

you’ll steer clear of Leclerq and remain outside of her territory. If you keep your head 

down and a good amount of miles in between you, for the foreseeable future she’ll likely 

just assume that I’ve ended you, unless your Maker tells her otherwise.” 

When I said nothing more, he looked just as gobsmacked as when his glamour failed to 

work on Sookie, while he simply asked, “Why?” 

Because my lover’s heart apparently breaks for any stray? 

“You can’t choose your Maker,” I repeated, but then added, “But you can choose what 

kind of Maker you want to be and she seems amenable to your teachings.” 

I’d been forced to do many things by my own Maker that I had no wish to relive or 

recall, but he’d appeared willing to do what he could for Ginger. 

Or whatever her name was. 

But I wasn’t going to get all wishy-washy-let’s-hug-it-out with him. 

It would feel like I was cheating on Alasdair. 

His only reply was a simple nod and an added, “If I am…forced to return into her 

service, I will do what I can to keep you apprised of any plans she may have to secure 

your human.” 

So I nodded in return, but in all actuality – despite our brief bromance – I would be 

suspect of any information he provided me where Sookie was concerned. I only really 

trusted myself to keep her safe. 

Even Alasdair could become distracted by a passing dick. 



Once they were gone and we were once again alone, Sookie smiled as she hugged me 

and said, “I never would’ve guessed you to be such a softy.” 

Choosing to ignore the meaning behind her words, I went with the literal and said, “You 

have firsthand knowledge of just how not soft I can be.” 

“I don’t think I was breaking any new ground there,” she laughed and while her blood 

told me she felt nothing but amused, her words needled at me. 

Like tiny little silver pinpricks lodging in my skin. 

I certainly couldn’t claim I’d led a chaste life – nor had I wanted to – but hearing her 

admit my own truth – and recalling Alasdair’s slut label – I decided now was the time to 

lay it all out on the line. 

“I want you to be mine. Really mine. Not just to fuck with the cuntfederates or queens 

who need to just fuck off, but because I want to be the only one you want to be with.” 

There. 

I said it. 

Staring back at me, I couldn’t define what it was she was feeling or searching for in my 

eyes, but all she said was, “You are the only one I want to be with and you’re the only 

one I’ve been with since that first time.” 

I seriously hated the fact I couldn’t claim the same. 

Seriously. Hated. 

But I wouldn’t lie to her, even if her telepathy didn’t work on me. 

So I hoped to soften the potential blow by admitting, “I had a difficult time reconciling 

my feelings about you after our first meeting. I couldn’t seem to shake you from my 

thoughts and I was angry, at both of us really…” 



Cutting me off by putting her hand over my lips, she smiled with her divulgence of, “I 

know. I may or may not have kept tabs on you in the weeks that followed. Not NSA 

quality surveillance, but just checking in here and there. You don’t have to explain 

anything to me. You didn’t owe me anything. You didn’t even know my real name.” 

However, her smile lessened and an unexpected spike of anxiety flashed through our 

blood tie when she confessed, “But I can’t agree to be yours.” 

I can’t imagine what expression I wore. 

Something akin to being impaled by a giant glass shard, I supposed. 

So I didn’t know if I wanted to kiss her or kill her when she let the moment draw out for 

an unnecessarily long amount of time, before tacking on, “Unless you agree to be mine 

too.” 

“You bitch,” I accused, sweeping her up into my arms at the same time. 

Giggling, she laughed, “Aww…we’re doing pet names already?” 

We were doing more than that, if I had my way. 

But…one thing at a time. 

Cruisin’ 

EPOV 

“You’re seriously not telling me where we’re going?” she smiled from the passenger’s 

seat. 

Lifting our entwined hands from where they’d been resting on my lap, I kissed the back 

of hers before answering her question without answering it all. 

“You’re seriously a poor sport when your mindreading is of no use to you.” 



I’d insisted we drive to our destination for that very reason, wanting to keep it a secret 

until we got there. Using her usual method of travel, I would have had to enlighten her 

much sooner, but we would be there soon enough. 

For now I was just enjoying having her all to myself. 

Nodding at my non-answer with a grin, she shrugged unapologetically and said, “You 

would be too if you had your face mashed against my inner thigh, but had no teeth to 

bite.” 

Having fed from her in that very spot just a few hours earlier, it was easier to pretend 

what I was about to say was the absolute truth, as I smiled knowingly in return, “I’m 

sure I would find other ways to sate my hunger.” 

I’d done that with her earlier too. 

But the bigger lie within my statement of fact was an unintentional one. The truth was 

not a moment had gone by in the last month since we’d left what she’d renamed Machu 

Pikachu – thanks to my intentional lie when I tried to convince her I’d been there and 

watched the aliens as they’d built the now ancient ruins (perhaps telling her I had 

arrived on the back of a winged dragon had been a little bit over the top) – where we 

hadn’t been together and yet I still wasn’t satisfied. 

It wasn’t enough. 

I’d gone with her on every assignment she’d been given as the Cleaner. 

She’d gone with me on the trail of two separate vampire who had been in arrears, one of 

which resulted in another job assignment for her at the end of it. 

But even if my motives for remaining her constant companion as of late hadn’t been for 

completely selfish reasons, the fact was I still wouldn’t have left her side, knowing 

Leclerq was still a threat. 



She’d been given formal notice and the equivalent of a ‘Cease and Desist’ order by The 

Council, but I knew better than to think that would be enough to make her give up her 

quest. 

Like her interior decorating skills had proven, her fuckery knew no bounds. 

We’d been spending most of our downtime in New York. The deed to Sookie’s apartment 

was in her great-grandmother’s name, so a cursory search of property records would 

turn up nothing. Having been dead for the better part of seven hundred years, I doubted 

anyone would know of her link to Sookie. 

But the queen had been undead for the better part of several hundred years herself, so I 

knew better than to discount her as a viable threat. 

Squeezing my hand made me refocus on Sookie and glancing her way had her saying, 

“My telepathy might not work on you, but I know your Leclerq face when I see it. She’s 

not going to get me, so quit worrying about her chicanery.” 

“Chicanery?” I asked, feeling the tension in my jaw – that I hadn’t even known I’d been 

carrying, until she mentioned it – disappear, only to be replaced with a small smile. 

“That word is a bit old for you, isn’t it?” 

“You mean like you?” she smiled back. “Like idling engines are killing our ozone, text 

messaging is killing our brain cells, so I’m doing what I can to rid the world of OMG’s 

and STFU’s.” 

“Alasdair?” I chuckled. 

There was a time I’d gotten so many acronym-filled texts from him, I’d begun to worry 

he was suffering from the Sino-virus. Because what grown man – a seven hundred year 

plus grown man – ends a message with TTYL? 

Surely his brain had been infected. 

But I did chuckle after telling him about the leggy brunette I’d had for dinner a few years 

earlier and his response had been, “OU812?” 



Her giggle snort was the only confirmation I needed to know I hadn’t been off the mark, 

but before I could get any details from her, she went on to ask, “So, what’s in 

Tennessee?” 

Looking up and seeing the sign on the interstate, indicating we’d just crossed the state 

line, she didn’t wait for an answer and immediately followed her question with a 

grimaced, “This little trip doesn’t have anything to do with Bubba, does it? I always feel 

bad for those little kitty cats.” 

“I know,” I smirked with a knowing look. 

Had it not been for that mental sack of wet kittens she’d stumbled upon on the top of 

Machu Pikachu, Compton might not be among the undead right now. 

But in the month that had passed since our tête-à-tête, as far as I knew, Compton hadn’t 

returned to the States. If he was smart, he would take his progeny and disappear. 

Argentina had accepted Nazi war criminals once upon a time. Surely they would do the 

same for a cuntfederate soldier. 

Pulling my thoughts away from them, I turned to Sookie and answered, “No, Bubba has 

nothing to do with our trip.” 

As far as I knew, he was still barred from even stepping foot into the state. It was thanks 

to his incessant trips back to Memphis that sparked all of those Elvis sightings and his 

grainy resurrection on the cover of Weekly World News. 

Idiot. 

“So are you going to tell me where we’re going?” she asked, digging for information. 

Again. 

So I denied her again, by saying, “No.” 



“You know,” she began and then bargained, “If you told me where we were going, I could 

just pop us there.” 

“We’ll be there soon enough,” I smiled. “So to pass the time, why don’t you tell me more 

about these texts you’re getting from Alasdair?” 

I believed her when she’d said they’d never been lovers, but I was still curious about 

their friendship. Undoubtedly, they were good friends for him to have threatened me if I 

hurt her, but the fact he’d never mentioned her to me at all over the years, still needled 

at me. 

Why would he have kept her a secret? 

From me? 

“Oh, you know…” she drawled out. “Just the usual. Sookie, I’m so bored. Sookie, why 

didn’t you tell me my ass looks big in my new jeans? Sookie, I need dick. Be a darling 

and come be my wingman this weekend.” 

Grinning wider, she said, “The usual.” 

“So you’ve known him for a long time then?” I questioned, hoping to get something 

about their relationship that had more substance. 

It was there. 

He wouldn’t have acted like that with her, if he didn’t consider her a friend. 

And Alasdair had very few friends. 

Taking a deep breath, I could feel her anxiety levels rise as she admitted, “I’ve known 

him since that night. He was there when my great-grandfather brought me to Pythia to 

be healed.” 

I didn’t want to interrupt her train of thought – or the fact I was finally getting some 

more answers to the questions that had been circling my brain ever since I found out her 



true identity – but I couldn’t stop myself from asking, “You really address her by her 

given name?” 

“Yes,” she chuckled. “What good would it do for me to lie to you when you can feel my 

deception?” 

I almost reminded her of her ability to shut down her side of our blood tie. She hadn’t 

done it since that night in her childhood home and we’d had a second mutual exchange 

since then, so I didn’t know if she would even be able to shut it down now. 

But I didn’t remind her. 

I didn’t ask. 

I really didn’t want to know because I had a feeling I wouldn’t be able to think of 

anything else if I had confirmation from her that she could. 

But not being able to read my mind, she went on to say, “You know how I said I had the 

essential spark?” At my nod, she further explained, “Well, I guess you could say it was 

dormant, like a low watt lightbulb. But when she gave me her blood, being as old as she 

is, it was like jump starting a beat up Chevy Malibu with the sun. Not only did her blood 

heal my injuries, it brought all of my fairy magic to the surface. Even my great-

grandfather was surprised at all I could do, being only one-eighth Fae, but it took some 

time for me to adjust. My telepathy was crazy strong too, so I couldn’t be around 

humans for a long time.” 

“How long?” I asked, remembering her explanation of how her cousins came to live here 

– in this realm, I’d assumed – once she was “good to go.” 

I’d thought she’d been referring to her physical injuries, but now I suspected I was 

wrong. 

Her voice was barely above a whisper when she confessed, “I stayed with her for nearly 

two years.” 

My voice was barely a notch below a shout, when I repeated in disbelief, “Two years?” 



She’d lived with the Ancient Pythoness – her pal, Pythia – for nearly two years? 

Alasdair had kept her a secret from me for nearly a decade, but the fact she’d lived in the 

secret compound that housed the most revered vampire in the world for two years 

meant she would have been there when I had been there. 

I still visited from time to time when I’d had nothing on my agenda and time to kill. I’d 

protected her for centuries and had left on good terms, so I had always been welcomed 

back. 

Now – as asinine as it was – I felt a sense of betrayal that they would have hidden her 

away from me during my visits. 

But why? 

I obviously wasn’t a threat to her. I’d rescued her for fuck’s sake. 

“Like I said,” she sighed, reminding me of the actual conversation we were having, 

instead of getting lost in my mental debate that – while centered on her – had nothing 

to do with her. 

I would get my answers from Alasdair. 

“I couldn’t be around humans, without hearing everything in their heads. It was crazy 

loud and drove me batty. But being around vampires is good for a telepath’s soul. I can’t 

hear your pity. Your snark. Your anything. I could only hear what was said out loud, so it 

was the best place I could have been at the time.” 

I could see her point. Going from what must have been pure torture, with the cacophony 

of thoughts bombarding her mind, to the pure silence she said our minds emitted, would 

have been the equivalent of putting an ice pack on her battered brain. 

After all that she’d been subjected to, it was an ice pack she would have needed, both 

inside and out. 



Picking up where she’d left off, she said, “And Alasdair, he became like a pseudo-big 

brother. He teased me mercilessly. He said things around me that would make Satan 

blush. He didn’t hold back and made it his mission to make me laugh. He treated me 

better than my own brother treated me at times. That doesn’t mean Jason didn’t love me 

though and I loved him, but I knew from his thoughts he wished I could be normal. 

Everyone thought I was a bit touched in the head from either answering their thoughts 

or forcing an insane smile onto my face just hearing their thoughts. Jason got into a lot 

of fights sticking up for me, but more so because he thought that was what he should do. 

Not because he wanted to stick up for me. And I hate feeling that way about my own 

flesh and blood, but I wouldn’t trade Alasdair for anything. I don’t think I would be who 

I am today without him.” 

I didn’t know how to feel about that either. 

Grateful that he’d helped her to heal. 

Pissed that he’d kept her to himself. 

But it explained his attachment to her, so I found a small patch of middle ground and 

admitted, “He has his good points.” 

“He does,” she agreed with a small laugh. “He used to spend hours telling me stories. 

Battles. Orgies. It didn’t matter. He’s the one who taught me about all of the different 

Supes there are and about vampire blood and all that it entails. In fact, it was at his 

suggestion that I become The Council’s Cleaner.” 

“How is that?” I asked, holding off on getting angry until I heard her explanation. 

But if he thought she was only bright enough to clean up after others, I wasn’t sure I 

would be able to stay my sword the next time I saw him. 

Feeling chagrinned, she rolled her eyes at herself and said, “I was in the midst of my 

teenage angst Pitiful Pearl routine, woe-is-me-ing how I didn’t know what I was going to 

do with my life. With my situation, I hadn’t been back to school, so I never even finished 

high school, much less went to college. I liked to read, but what kind of job could you get 



doing that, even if you fairy poofed yourself a diploma? So when he’d had his fill of 

hearing me whine, he said, “Just shut up already. What did you use to do before you 

became this wretched harpy? Surely you have some skill.” So when I reminded him we 

were no longer in the Stone Age, like when he’d been a boy, and that the only real job I’d 

had was my weekly chores helping my Gran clean the house, he said, “Well 

then, there you go.”” 

Sighing, her emotions shifted into a sad acceptance when she added, “I didn’t really get 

it though. Not until I’d gone back to visit the house. There wasn’t a single thing out of 

place. No signs whatsoever of the violence that happened within those four walls. It was 

my cousin Claudine who’d cleaned it all up using magic and she showed me how.” 

Then sitting up a little taller in her seat, she was back to feeling like herself, when she 

looked at me and shrugged, “The rest, as they say, is history.” 

Fuck. 

Now I was angry that I couldn’t be angry at Alasdair for helping her to find a way to feel 

productive. 

He was still an asshole though. 

She’d likened him to a brother – a category far worse than the friend-zone – but my 

irrational jealousy stemmed from the fact I wanted to be the one who had helped her. 

The one who taught her about the supernatural world and the one she relied on. 

My only saving grace was not knowing for sure if we would be where we were today, if I 

had been the one to see her through all of those times. 

I could have very well found myself firmly entrenched in the friend-zone. 

But finding we were nearly at our destination by then, I found a place to park the car 

along the side of the road and said, “We’re here.” 

“It’s…lovely?” she smiled, making me think I was getting to see a glimpse of what she 

looked like as a girl, trying to hide the fact she was hearing other peoples thoughts. 



Getting out of the car, I was at her door a second later and helped her out before taking 

her into my arms. Then gesturing to our surroundings, the wooded area at the base of 

The Smoky Mountains, I rolled my eyes and said, “Alright, we’re almost there.” 

There was a shuttle service to the Elkmont viewing area, but like ferries were 

unnecessary to reach vampire summits, my fairy needed only a vampire to reach this 

summit. 

I’d taken her flying on more than one occasion, so she didn’t startle when I shot us up 

into the air and within moments, we were hovering over the National Park. 

I could feel her curiosity, but she remained silent and it was only seconds later when the 

show began. 

One by one the forest base slowly lit up, until it was awash in a dazzling display of 

nature’s version of fairy lights. 

“What is that?” she whispered in awe. 

 

“Synchronous fireflies,” I whispered in return. “They are the only species in America 

that can synchronize their flashing display. What you’re seeing is their mating ritual. 

The males fly around, flashing their lights at the females, who remain stationary and 

flash their lights in return.” 
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“So I guess you’re not the only fella around these parts who can fly,” she teased, never 

taking her eyes off of the show beneath us. 

It truly was a sight to behold. There wasn’t much beauty left in the world that left me in 

awe, but this was one of those things. 

The beauty in my arms was another. 

Lowering us into a wooded treetop to keep us hidden from prying eyes, I kept my hold 

on her and simply watched her watching them. 

Her expression was pure. 

It was innocent. 

It was yet another item to add to my ‘All things good’ column. 

But watching her watching them I was overcome with what was likely a subconscious 

emotion that led me to taking her there that night. 

The mating ritual. 

We had already mated in the carnal sense of the word – many times – but I couldn’t 

deny that I wanted her in every sense of the word. 

So it was what led me to say, “I want to complete the blood bond with you.” 

“What?” she asked, startling more then, than she had when I shot us hundreds of feet 

into the air. 

“A permanent blood bond,” I repeated, with a small smile. “I want one. With you.” 

“I…I…” she stuttered, with her emotions in turmoil. 

Elated and fearful were running neck and neck. 



Wondering if perhaps I’d misread the situation – the situation being she was mine, as I 

was hers – I simply waited for her to find the words she was searching for. 

I wasn’t about to add my two cents of sudden unease. 

Forgetting about the light show completely, she stared back at me and finally said, “I 

can’t.” 

She can’t. 

Hoping she was doing a stellar job of bamboozling me yet again, like she had on Machu 

Pikachu, I merely waited for the punch line. 

But it never came. 

Instead I felt a metaphorical punch to the gut when she said, “I haven’t been completely 

honest with you.” 

“About?” I questioned, when she let that bomb hang in the air in between us for an 

insufferable amount of time. 

Taking a deep breath, her eyes looked away from mine as she admitted, “About my time 

living with the Ancient Pythoness.” 

I may have been immortal, but she wasn’t and with the amount of time it was taking her 

to explain herself, she could very well be old and gray by the time she finished. 

So I may have been somewhat gruff when I said, “Just say what you have to say.” 

A permanent blood bond was something I never would have thought I would want. To 

want to be tied to someone in that way was pure insanity. 

I’d thought. 

Until she came along. 

So to hear her say she didn’t – or couldn’t – want the same thing was upsetting. 



Putting as much distance between us as my hold on her would allow, she sounded 

almost robotic while she explained, “Her first words to me that night were, “I have been 

waiting to meet you for a very long time.” I didn’t know then what she could do, so I 

didn’t understand the meaning behind her words. It wasn’t until later that she told me 

she’d seen me hundreds of years before.” 

Meeting my gaze for a brief second, she added, “Ten hundred years before.” 

Ten hundred years? 

A millennium? 

No longer stuck in her throat, the words poured from her lips like a broken dam as she 

said, “She’d seen you, as a human and then as a vampire. And she’d seen me, when you 

rescued me and…after. She said that we were always meant for one another. That we 

were fated to be together.” 

Rocked by her words, I had to focus on keeping her in my grasp, but it still felt like I was 

freefalling. 

Like we both were. 

“I’ve been called stubborn more than once in my life,” she went on to say. “I refused to 

believe I didn’t have any say in who I would end up with, so I did what I could to prove 

her wrong. I didn’t go looking for you. Not at first, anyway. But I was intrigued when our 

business dealings became less professional in nature. I found myself hoping you’d offed 

someone, just so I would have the chance to talk to you, which is wrong on so many 

levels. But I told myself I could handle it. It was just flirting. And then I found the little 

mouse charm on the desk and fooled myself into believing I could handle it. It was just 

fucking. But it wasn’t just fucking. Not for long anyway and when I’d still been in denial 

– before I’d ever laid eyes on you for the second first time – Alasdair had made fun of 

me, saying I was just like you. That if you’d known all along you were fated to be with 

someone that you would have fought tooth and nail against it.” 



Meeting my eyes again, hers were rimmed with unshed tears, as she said, “That’s what 

he’s had stuck in his craw, so now you know. You should have known all along. And now 

that you do know, I think it’s only fair for me to give you the time you should have had to 

fight tooth and nail against it.” 

Gently holding my face in her hands, she pressed her lips to mine and whispered, “No 

matter what you do – what you decide – I love you Eric. And fate had nothing to do with 

it.” 

And then she was gone. 

House of the Rising Sun 

SPOV 

“Cousin,” Claude greeted, with his eyes darting around the room, like Channing Tatum 

himself might be found leaning up against the office wall, there to audition to be one of 

the dancers. 

A look that made more sense when he asked, “Did your fine ass hunk of fang come with 

you?” 

“No,” I sighed, trying to keep the tears at bay. 

I wasn’t doing a good job of it though. 

My cousins had known what Pythia had told me all of those years ago. They’d even 

laughed at me for ‘trying to tempt fate’, but I’d never listened. 

Ironic for a telepath. 

Completely understandable for a stubborn one. 

So it was easy for him to guess the reason for my gloom and his voice took on a more 

somber tone, when he said, “You told him.” 



Nodding slightly, I admitted in an even softer voice, “Yes. I told him.” 

“And?” he asked, flopping down into the chair on the other side of the desk, looking way 

better than any man had the right to look. 

Like a certain fine ass hunk of fang I knew. 

“And nothing,” I replied. “He told me he wanted to permanently bond with me, so I told 

him everything I’ve been too chicken shit to tell him before. Then I left him to work it all 

out, however he needed to.” 

But I hadn’t needed him to say the words. I didn’t need to be able to read his mind when 

I could feel his need to be alone. To pick apart everything he now knew and compare it 

to everything he’d thought he’d known. I’d felt his disbelief. His internal struggle. 

His denial. 

I wouldn’t call it panic, but he’d been feeling something like it. And it felt like a bitch 

move to make him rework our history in his mind, with me being a spectator for it all, so 

I left. 

I’d been where he was. Done the same things. So I tried to tell myself that it was normal. 

That it was all going to be okay because at the end of the day we all had free will. 

No matter what ancient vampires said. 

He could choose to be with me if he wanted to. Or he could choose to not be with me, 

just because someone ancient had said we were meant to be together. 

But at least I’d left it all on the table by telling him I loved him. It was something I’d 

been forcing myself to hold in, not knowing how he would take it. But if all of this – us – 

was now at its end, I didn’t want not telling him to be one of my regrets. 

I would have plenty of them already, without that being one of them. 



And I knew he cared about me too, even if he’d never come out and said the words. His 

actions and our connection told me all that I needed to know. Whether or not he would 

call it love didn’t matter. 

Because it didn’t change the fact that was what I felt coming from him. 

Even so, I refused to take that next permanent step with him, without him knowing 

everything. 

I would have wanted to know. 

Had the shoe been on the other foot, I would have always second guessed his motives. 

Always wondered if he’d completed something as sacred as I’d come to learn permanent 

blood bonds were because of some prophesized fuckery. 

It would have made our bond feel like it had been forced on us. 

Because no matter what my motives would have been to complete a bond, I would have 

always been suspect of his. 

And I would have hated feeling that way. 

So as hard as it had been to tell him everything and leave it all up to him, it was the only 

way. 

That I could see anyway. 

“You’re a dumb bitch sometimes.” 

Looking up at my cousin, I glared, “Gee. Don’t hold back. Tell me how you really feel.” 

“I just did,” he shrugged. 

Supes. 

Sometimes sarcasm flew right over their surgically altered formerly pointed ears. 



“Why did you just up and leave?” he asked and then answered, “It’s because of that 

stupid fucking Scarlett O’Hara, isn’t it. You know she ends up alone at the end, 

right? Also a dumb bitch.” 

“Fuck you,” I glared again. “You’re the one with a hard-on for Mr. Oh-So-Suave Rhett 

Butler. If it weren’t for you getting your period every now and again, I never would have 

even watched that damn movie. Or The Notebook. Or Message in a Bottle. Shall I go 

on…dumb bitch?” 

Ignoring my words – because not even the truth could hurt my cousin – he asked, “Did 

he give you any hints on how he felt about the whole thing?” 

“Hints?” I asked, wanting to forget about the hints our blood tie had given me and 

instead tease him about us braiding our hair together later on over a gallon of ice cream, 

while we talked about boys. But that would have been a moot point since we’d actually 

done that before. 

On more than one occasion. 

So all I would admit to was, “Yeah. I got a few hints. All of them to be expected.” 

He’d felt adrift. Even now I could tell he was questioning every little thing. 

So I tried really hard not to guess what exactly he was questioning. 

But even so, I planned on contacting him before dawn to see if he needed a lift back to 

wherever he planned on spending the day because as magical as that small parcel of the 

Smoky Mountains were, I doubted he would be able to find a lightproof treehouse 

nearby. 

And I tried really hard not to hope that he would want to spend the day with me. 

I’d go back to him sooner, of course, if he called me. 

Via blood tie or the 4G network, I wouldn’t care. But I tried my damnedest to not call 

him. 



Via blood tie or the 4G network. 

It wouldn’t be fair. He needed the time to get a grip and decide what he wanted to do, so 

I would give him that. 

But seeing the look forming on my cousin’s face, I didn’t need to read his mind – not 

that I could anyway – to know that he was seconds away from launching into a full 

interrogation, when I got another hint. 

In the form of a vampire void approaching the front door of the club. 

But having piggybacked on the human minds surrounding it, I was already holding my 

hand up to stop him from telling me everything else he was feeling about me and getting 

up onto my feet when the waitress knocked on the door to deliver the message. 

“It’s just Jessica,” I told Claude before I hurried from the room to see what she wanted. 

As far as we knew, Compton hadn’t returned to the States, so it wasn’t really safe for her 

to be there in Leclerq’s territory. 

And I grimaced realizing I was still thinking in terms of ‘we’ when for all I knew Eric and 

I were back to being just that. 

Eric. 

And me. 

Two separate entities, no longer tied together by anything other than a blood tie that 

would fade over time to nothing. 

But it would defeat the purpose of leaving him to decide what he wanted to do about 

fated fuckery without any interference from me if I called him to double check 

Compton’s status, right? 



My hand apparently didn’t think so, since it had fished my phone out of my pocket. But I 

kept myself from hitting the speed dial he’d programmed himself in as – 69 – and 

instead found Jessica waiting for me just inside of the front entrance. 

“Sookie,” she smiled, looking as uncomfortable as all get out. 

I figured it was due to her age and the amount of skin being flashed in the club. Eric had 

told me about her accepting Jesus Christ as her personal savior when he’d caught up to 

her the first time and seeing him then – and seeing her now – I doubted he’d been 

kidding. 

So I led her outside and asked, “What are you doing here? Is everything okay?” 

For a moment I wondered if maybe Leclerq hadn’t tracked down Compton on her own 

and ended him for whatever asinine reason she’d thought up, which would have then 

left Jessica to fend for herself. 

At least I’d had others to rely on when I’d been left all alone. 

I would be willing to do the same for her. 

Pay it forward and all that. 

“Yes…I mean, no…” she stammered and awkwardly gestured to the corner of the 

building, I assumed to get away from the line of people waiting to get into the club. 

Automatically reaching out with my mind, I could tell the alley was empty, so I followed 

her and asked, “What is it?” 

She waited until we reached the middle of the alley before turning around to face me. 

Her eyes were rimmed with bloody tears, so I mindlessly reached towards her to offer 

her whatever comfort I could, when she said, “I’m so sorry.” 

I didn’t have the chance to ask what she was sorry about. 

I figured it out when I woke up in a room I’d never seen before. 



In a 1920’s bordello, given the decorating scheme. 

The back of my head was throbbing from the knot I could feel at the base of my crown, 

so at first I’d thought I was just too disoriented to pop myself out of there. 

I didn’t realize I was too disoriented to notice the iron collar around my neck and the 

matching shackles on my wrists. I’d never been affected by the metal until my essential 

spark had been jumpstarted by an ancient vampire’s supernova blood. 

Now I was nearly as susceptible to it as a full-blooded fairy. It irritated my skin and left 

me feeling too drained to use magic. 

So was it a coincidence or did they know my true heritage? 

I discovered the collar was attached to a heavy chain that was bolted to the floor, when I 

tried to sit up, but my nightmare turned reality came to a head when the door opened 

and in walked my cousin. 

Not one of the ones who would have been of actual use to me in that moment, but the 

one who I suspected was the cause of my current dilemma. 

“Sookie,” she smiled timidly. “I’m so glad that you’re alright.” 

“Alright?” I snapped. “Somebody used the back of my head for batting practice and then 

chained me up in this Fifty Shades of Fucked Up, and you think I’m alright?” 

“I meant that you’re alive,” she whined. 

She’d always been a whiner. 

She was the center of the universe in her own mind. 

A dimwitted sun. 

“Surprise,” I snarked. “I’m alive. But I guess the same can’t be said about you.” 



I was happy she was okay, but I wasn’t happy about being taken against my will, all 

because her Maker was a twat. 

“Yeah,” she smiled. “I’ve been a vampire for almost a year now. It’s neat.” 

Neat. 

Looks like I wasn’t the only one who never finished high school. 

“But I guess you know about us, huh?” she asked. “What with your boyfriend being an 

Enforcer and all. But now we can be together again! Isn’t that great?” 

Ignoring her fantasy family reunion, all I could focus on was the other weird thing she’d 

said. 

My boyfriend? 

That sounded wrong on so many levels. 

Nothing about Eric was boyish. 

Even his charms were all man. 

But even not knowing where our relationship stood at the moment, I was certain of one 

thing. 

And I let her know it by saying, “Eric will kill your Maker for taking me. If you’re lucky, 

he’ll stop there and let you live, but I can’t make any promises.” 

I wasn’t so sure I would feel enough empathy for her to sway his opinion when he 

showed up, especially after being double crossed by Jessica. 

But I had no doubt he would show up. 

I was calling him like a mother fucker. 4G network not required. 

“My Maker is a queen,” she hissed, showing me the truth of her new nature. 



And showing me her new fangs. 

“He’ll be the one who’ll die, if he comes here looking for you.” 

Ignoring my sudden onset of vertigo, I forced myself to roll off of the ridiculous chaise 

lounge and onto my feet, warning, “I’m not the same girl you remember Hadley. A lot 

has changed. Don’t provoke me by threatening him.” 

I would kill her in a heartbeat. 

How I would go about doing that, I was still working out. 

“Don’t provoke me by threatening my new child.” 

Turning to face the sound coming from the doorway, I saw the Queen of Louisiana 

staring back at me with a calculating eye. 

Fuck that bitch. 

Iron shackles or no, I wasn’t intimidated by her. 

“What threat?” I asked, taunting, “You were warned by The Council to leave me alone. 

You were told what the consequences would be if you moved forward with your toddler 

tantrum. You brought this all about and it will be you who has to pay the price for your 

actions.” 

Rolling her eyes, she said, “As if I believe you’re an asset of The Council. The 

Northman’s former post and his friendship with the current guards is all he would need 

to falsify the necessary documents. But The Council does not claim humans. It is a well-

known fact.” 

“Seeing is believing,” I smiled tauntingly because – in my mind – she’d just confirmed 

that she had no clue about who I really was. “And I’m going to guess that the last 

thing you see will be Eric’s triumphant smile before he shoves a stake through your cold 

dead heart.” 



As pissed as I knew he had to be right now, I knew just as well that he would be a happy 

fucker when it was over. 

But thinking about what he might be feeling, I realized I couldn’t feel him. 

At all. 

I hadn’t thought about shutting down our blood tie since the night of my first confession 

and hadn’t tried since our second exchange to know if I even could. 

So had Eric shut down his side? 

If he had, that didn’t bode well for me on many levels. So I redoubled my efforts at 

knocking on our blood tie – pounding on the door, really – when the smile I saw 

forming on her face gave me pause and redoubled my panic as she said, “I could smell 

him on you the moment you arrived. I know that you’ve had his blood, so I’ve already 

taken care of that.” 

“What do you mean?” I involuntarily asked. 

I hated showing that bitch any fear, but my dread at what she could have done while I’d 

been unconscious was overtaking all rational thought. 

Had she already had him killed? 

I knew Eric was more than capable of handling himself in a fight. But I’d left him in a 

pretty bad headspace. 

Claude was right. 

I really was a dumb bitch. 

“Don’t you worry your pretty little head about that,” she smiled. “I need that pretty little 

head of yours for other things, like listening to the minds of my staff and those who 

accompany other vampire of stature during any negotiations we have.” 



“What?” I glared, feeling more pissed than scared. 

And then I turned that same glare onto Hadley, already knowing who had the biggest 

mouth in the room. 

“Tell me,” Leclerq purred, suddenly in my face. Using the red lacquered tip of her 

fingernail to trail down the side of my face, she asked, “Can you read my mind? My dear 

Hadley didn’t know if human minds were the only ones you could hear.” 

“There are a lot of things your dear Hadley doesn’t know.” 

Our fairy heritage being one of those things. 

Great-grandfather hated everything I’d been put through because he hadn’t known 

about me to protect me. 

So it was also a good guess that Eric might miss out on the Sophie-Ann slaying, if he 

didn’t get there soon. 

Claude would have noticed I’d been gone for too long. While he normally wouldn’t go 

looking for me unless he needed something, I knew he felt the need to reiterate the fact I 

was a dumb bitch in his opinion. 

He wouldn’t voluntarily pass up the opportunity. 

He’d popped himself to my apartment more than once to do just that. 

He would be able to find me with his blood. All fairies could locate their kin that way. 

And even if he was apprehensive about coming for me when he figured out I was stuck 

in a vampire’s den – or sunroom, if you wanted to get technical – he would just call in 

for reinforcements. 

Niall. 



“What she doesn’t know – or rather didn’t know – I’ve already seen to,” she said, 

running her fingers along the collar around my neck. “I tasted a hint of fairy in her blood 

and I can smell it in you, so you will be a favored donor when you’re not needed for 

using your gift.” 

Over my dead body. 

Which may or may not be the end result, if I couldn’t figure out a way to hold on for 

whatever rescue party that had better be on its fucking way. 

But thinking of rescue parties, my thoughts were mocked by the appearance of Bill 

Compton and Jessica making their way into the room. 

Hagrid’s two brothers, a ghoul, and an eighth grader followed behind them – all 

vampires from their telltale voids – but I only had eyes for my betrayers. 

Jessica at least looked remorseful, but Bill only looked like a smug bastard when he said, 

“I don’t believe she can read our thoughts, Your Majesty. Or else she never would have 

fallen for our ruse.” 

I was positively livid because – like Eric had said – I was a poor sport when my 

telepathy was of no use. So I stared hard at him and said, “Nothing will save you now. 

Eric is going to kill you and I’m going to cheer him on the whole time.” 

“Now, now,” the queen smiled. “Hadley told me how much you cherish family values 

and losing yours, I knew it would only take you seeing Bill acting in a fatherly way to his 

child for you to fall victim to your human ideals. And despite the Northman’s 

reputation, he won’t stand a chance if he comes here.” 

Looking to the eighth grader, he picked up where LeBitch had left off by adding, “The 

others are already in place.” 

Grinning, she turned back to face me and said, “We’ve assembled hundreds of vampire 

on the palace grounds and within the confines of the compound. He can’t take us all out 

before one of us takes him out.” 



My head was still throbbing – and I felt like I was shrouded in some sort of weird fog – 

but I pushed beyond it to get to the truth of her words. 

And she was telling the truth. 

I knew it from the hundreds of telltale voids surrounding us. 

“I always get my way,” Leclerq arrogantly offered. “The daughter of a peasant 

seamstress and the village drunk, but look at me now. I’m the queen of two states.” 

“And delusional,” I added, since she was obviously unaware. “You won’t win this fight.” 

No sooner had I said the words when I heard a commotion in the distance. 

The sound of a bull entering a china shop. 

“Oh! It’s starting!” she clapped before turning her red painted daggers to the two giants 

and saying, “Now do your Maker proud and go kill him.” 

Kill him. 

Kill Eric. 

My Eric. 

Reaching out with my mind, I could detect even more minds closing in on the palace. I 

didn’t give any thought as to which side they were on. 

I didn’t have the wherewithal to spare a single thought that didn’t have to do with saving 

Eric and hearing his rage-filled, “Knock! Knock!” I knew I was out of time. 

And that was when I learned the old adage, ‘Where there’s a will, there’s a way’ really 

was true. 

I knew it when my body began tingling. I could hear and smell the flesh sizzling where 

the iron met my skin, but I welcomed the pain. 



I would take any amount of pain over the horror of losing Eric for good. 

With her standing so close, it was easy to reach out and grab onto her wrists. Then 

looking around the ostentatious room, I turned back to her and posed rhetorically, “This 

is supposed to be a sunroom, right?” 

Without waiting for an answer, I leaned in and stared into her eyes, cluing her into 

another old adage she should have given more weight to. 

“Be careful what you wish for.” 

A split second later, I became the living breathing epitome of all that ridiculously 

decorated room stood for, when my fear and rage came out in the form of a bright light. 

That was when a Princess of the Sky Fae showed the queen of two states what it was like 

to once again be in the presence of the sun. 

It’s a Man’s World 

EPOV 

Sitting in that tree all alone, pondering everything I’d been told, I didn’t know what to 

think at first. 

Fated. 

It sounded like the title to a cheap knockoff book, masking itself as erotica. 

I would have thought I’d imagined it all had it not been for the fact I was all alone. But I 

hadn’t really been surprised she’d left. Her telepathy might not have worked on me, but 

she could read our blood tie well enough. 

Still in the grips of my emotional freefall, I’d damn near dropped her myself. She’d held 

on though, long enough to tell me she loved me, and I knew that she’d meant it. 

It only made me feel worse. 



While I might have admitted many things to myself about my feelings for Sookie, I had 

never admitted them to her. Calling her mine was the most I’d given voice to. That and a 

platinum rat were the most I’d ever given her – a pitiful comparison to her final 

declaration before leaving me – so she couldn’t have known the depth of my feelings for 

her. 

My love for her. 

Because she couldn’t read my mind. 

But she was right to give me the space, even if she’d had no way of knowing what I 

would need it for. 

I had no plan or desire to fight tooth and nail against it, as she had said. But I did need 

the time in order to wrap my head around the concept. Fated couples were a bit like 

unicorns. The idea of them was abstract – if not somewhat pleasant – but they didn’t 

really exist. 

Much like the winged dragon I’d never ridden to the top of Machu Pikachu. 

The thought I might have never stood a chance of not being captured in her snare was 

maddening, but it explained everything else I’d been questioning since I first laid eyes 

on her for the second time. 

The strength of my attraction to her – my near obsession with her – defied all logic and 

reason. From before the time I’d ever laid eyes on her for the second time, I’d been 

intrigued by her. 

Undeniably drawn to her. 

Gus. 

Lola. 

Sookie. 



Each were so different and yet so similar, but it hadn’t made any difference what she’d 

called herself. 

I’d been hers long before we’d ever come to an agreement on the matter. 

But was it by choice? 

Or predestined bullshit? 

Was it the chicken or the egg that made me want a permanent bond with her? 

There was no telling now. My only solace came from knowing it was something I wanted 

before she told me everything. 

And I had an odd sense of satisfaction that even knowing of our prophetic destiny – and 

actively fighting against it – she’d still been unable to withstand my charms. 

Subjectively, it hadn’t taken me very long to reach the conclusion that none of it 

mattered. She’d had ten years of living in denial before I managed to knock down her 

defenses, without even knowing it and I’d only needed a couple of hours to decide it 

made no difference. 

Either or, the fact remained that I wanted to be with her. 

Although I wouldn’t call us fated. 

Nothing about what we did together could be described as cheap erotica. 

She’d shut down our blood tie about an hour after she’d left me with only the dizzying 

array of fireflies for company, but I could only imagine what she’d sensed coming from 

me. 

Questioning the legitimacy of cheap erotica would have felt no different to her then if I’d 

been questioning the legitimacy of our relationship to one another. It was a falsehood I 

would relieve her of soon enough. 



But before she’d shut it down, I’d felt the pull of our still incomplete bond stretch to the 

west, so I was certain she’d gone to her cousins. It only made sense considering she’d 

once told how being close to their bloodline healed whatever ailed them. 

Not unlike our own relationship, by choice or by instinct, I couldn’t fault her for going to 

them if it would make her feel better. 

Driving there from Gatlinburg – even at the speeds I drove – would have taken six hours 

at the very least. 

It would depend on how often I would be forced to pull over and glamour unsuspecting 

law enforcement officers, for reaching the speeds I drove at. 

Instead I left the car where it was and took off into the skies. Corvettes were a dime a 

dozen, but my in-no-way-cheap erotic lover and soon to be bonded was priceless. 

Flying west gave me the added advantage of heading away from the sun, but still I flew 

at top speed, knowing we needed to clear the air. 

And complete our bond. 

I could appreciate the fact she’d refused me at first, wanting me to be able to make a 

fully informed decision. If she’d kept the knowledge to herself and I found out about it 

later – and with Alasdair in the loop, I inevitably would have found out about it – I 

probably would have questioned Sookie’s motives for keeping me in the dark. 

Thinking she might have agreed to a permanent bond over some providence foretold to 

her years earlier was a hell of a lot worse than being told no upfront. 

Of course the why was the spoonful of sugar that helped me to swallow it all down. 

But thinking of little spoons and my candy coated lover had me soaring even faster in 

her direction. Were it not for my enhanced senses, I never would have heard or felt my 

phone vibrating, from the way the wind whipped at my body. 



I thought for a moment to ignore it, but checking the display and seeing a Louisiana area 

code, even though I didn’t recognize the number, I answered on the off-chance it was 

Sookie calling me from her cousins’ club. 

“Northman.” 

I didn’t recognize the voice stating my name into the receiver, but before I could ask, he 

answered, “This is Sookie’s cousin, Claude. I think something is wrong.” 

Rolling my eyes, I tried to tell myself he was acting as any male family member worth 

their salt should act when a female in their line is upset with their…whatever we were to 

one another. 

We’d never gotten past the possessive pronouns when discussing our relationship. 

Calling her my bonded couldn’t happen soon enough. 

“We had a…miscommunication,” I began, uncertain if he’d known of the dynamics 

and/or recent strife in our relationship. 

Something he dissuaded me from believing any longer when he growled, “I’m not calling 

about the two of you being stupid assholes. I’m calling to tell you that my cousin went 

outside to talk to a redheaded vampire and we haven’t seen her since. That was an hour 

ago. When I went looking for her, I found her phone lying on the ground in the alley 

beside the club.” 

“A redheaded vampire?” I growled. “Did you see her?” 

I had no doubt it was a female vampire. And I could only think of two who would go 

looking for Sookie. 

But I only knew of one she would agree to go outside to talk to. 

Fucking wet kittens. 



“No,” he barked back. “She used her little mind reading trick to get a picture of the vamp 

from the waitress’s thoughts, when she came to the back office to deliver the message. 

But before she walked out, Sookie told me, “It’s just Jessica.”” 

Not just Jessica would be dead before the night was through. 

Her Maker was in my sights too. 

I only had to veer slightly to the left to alter my course towards New Orleans. But 

knowing they only had a little over an hour head start out of the city, I estimated we 

would reach it at the same time. 

However why Sookie would shut down our blood tie when she was in obvious danger 

was beyond me. 

At least until I recalled the conversation that had taken place in her childhood home. 

The second time I’d gone looking for her there. 

“I’m not sure how to feel about the fact you came running to save me again the 

moment you felt whatever it was when I was dreaming. I’m having a sort of chicken-

or-the-egg conundrum. Did you show up because of who I once was or because of who 

I am?” 

“Stubborn bitch,” I muttered to myself. 

Thinking she would purposely shut me out when she was in danger, just because of 

some bullshit want to keep our complicated history uncomplicated by the fact she’d 

been kidnapped… 

I would kill her myself. 

She would rise three nights later as my child, but still. 

Semantics could fuck off. 



Either not hearing my pet name for his cousin or not caring at the moment what I called 

her, his next words made my anger disappear and my fear for her wellbeing rise 

exponentially when he said, “I don’t know if she told you, but fairies can locate their kin 

through the magic in our blood. I searched for her and so did my sisters. We can’t find 

her.” 

She… 

No… 

“You’re not telling me she’s…” 

My words trailed off there, unable to say my previous empty threat out loud. 

She couldn’t be dead. 

I’d never had a blood tie to a human – hybrid or otherwise – to know what it would feel 

like when they died. Sookie had turned it on and off like a faucet enough times that I 

hadn’t worried when it disappeared yet again. 

My lover was stubborn. 

She’d said so herself. 

“No,” he snarled. “She’s not dead. She would have appeared before our grandfather on 

her way to the Summerland by now if she was. I’ve already been in contact with him and 

he hasn’t gotten any visits, so he’s on his way here now, but it will take some time. He 

thinks someone is using magic to cloak her blood from us.” 

In spite of the relief flooding through my body, knowing exactly who she was fucking 

with, I sneered, “Not from you. From me. Leclerq is trying to hide her from me.” 

As if her palace wasn’t the first fucking place I would look. 

“The queen?” he asked disbelievingly. “But Sookie said she was warned off by The 

Council. They’ll have her head for this.” 



Oh no they won’t. 

“I will have her head for this.” 

That inglorious bitch and her red mane were all mine. 

~o~O~o~ 

Making the necessary arrangements during my flight had been cumbersome, but it was 

enough of a distraction to keep me from thinking too hard on what Sookie might be 

facing at any given moment. 

However, she was smart. Calculating. A warrior. 

As long as a malnourished puppy didn’t cross her path, she should be able to keep her 

wits about her. 

Having already been witness to the tortures she had been able to withstand once upon a 

time, I knew just how strong Sookie was and – unlike the fairy siblings – I doubted 

Leclerq had taken her merely to kill her. 

But that didn’t mean I wouldn’t kill Leclerq and everyone else who stood in the way of 

me reaching her. 

And thanks to her lineage, ancient vampires didn’t even need to use any aces up her 

sleeves to ensure the retrieval of the Cleaner. I wouldn’t be going after her alone. 

Alasdair had already threatened to kill me himself if I didn’t leave anyone for him to kill 

by the time he got there. 

It was our own version of playing ‘On your mark.’ 

But at his current location, he and his team were forced to wait for the fairy shuttle that 

would be taking them to the palace, so I couldn’t make any promises there would be 

anyone left by the time they arrived. 



I only had one promise to keep. The one where I told Sookie I would come after her no 

matter who she had once been or who she was now. 

She was mine. 

And perhaps it took this fuckup for me to truly understand her parting words because 

only now could I see the truth of them. 

Fate had nothing to do with it. 

Thankfully I had fully stocked arsenals hidden at various locations throughout my 

territory, so I was able to arm myself along the way. Setting my own personal best 

record for speed, as I approached the palace, I could see my reinforcements moving into 

place. But even if they’d been late to the party, I wouldn’t have waited. 

Now that I was so close to getting her back, nothing could have stopped me from soaring 

straight past the guards lining the grounds and through the front doors, reducing them 

to nothing more than matchsticks and announcing my arrival with a growled out, 

“Knock knock.” 

And the joke would be on them if they thought I’d come alone. 

The Berts were the first to greet me with their swords already drawn. 

But already spoiling for a fight with the royally spoiled bitch I was there for, I flew 

straight at the closest one. 

The size of a small T-Rex, his reach was far greater than mine, but being the offspring of 

Brunhilda and a mountain meant his bulk was a disadvantage. So I was able to use my 

agility to my own by rearing backwards at the waist, dodging the swing of his sword as it 

sailed horizontally across my body, before coming upright and spinning around to take 

off his head with my own. 

The furious roar of another T-Rex reached my ears at nearly the same time, but before I 

could turn them into a matching set I was brought up short. 



By a photon torpedo targeting the queen’s sunroom. 

Blown against the far wall by the sheer force of the explosion, the other T-Rex blew by 

me and landed chest first, straight into one of the numerous hideous sculptures 

adorning the walls. 

And given his true death all because of his Maker’s affinity for golden cherubs, holding a 

bow and arrow. 

The entire room was quickly filling with smoke, so I wasn’t readily visible to the vampire 

of all kind who came pouring into the room. I recognized some to be skilled warriors. 

The others were cannon fodder. 

What they all had in common – besides their impending deaths – was they had all 

pledged their fealty to their soon-dead queen and while unstable, Sophie-Anne had 

proven she wasn’t stupid. She’d known to try and stack the deck in her favor before 

attempting to cross me. 

Or perhaps she really was stupid to not realize I would be two steps ahead of her before 

I ever arrived. 

I could hear the battle now taking place outside, but just as Alasdair and his men came 

barreling in through the hole where the front doors had once stood, Brigant’s battalion 

of his Royal Guard began teleporting into various spots throughout the palace. 

Covered in silver chainmail and armor wasn’t enough to disguise their fairy scent, but 

that was enough to distract Leclerq’s warriors from their mission and allowed them to 

be picked off one by one by Alasdair and his men. 

Brigant himself was seeing to the magic that would hide our impending war from 

human eyes, but I didn’t care. 

I didn’t give a fuck about our number one rule. 

All I cared about was getting Sookie back safe and sound. 



Finally managing to peel myself away from the wall I’d been plastered against, I soared 

over the gathered crowd, taking off as many heads along the way as I could, while 

heading straight into the wasteland of the sunroom. 

Quickly taking in the room, I could see Compton among others lying along the floor up 

against the back wall. All of them had various burns across their bodies, but it looked as 

though they had been standing behind the blast of whatever had detonated in the room. 

Through the slowly clearing smoke, I could see scorch marks trailing out from the center 

of the floor and up along the opposite wall, blackening the entire expanse as though a 

flamethrower had been aimed that way. But when my eyes landed on Sookie lying in the 

middle of ground zero, I could no longer see anything else. 

Setting down beside her, my eyes did a quick inventory and seeing the red hot iron collar 

and shackles surrounding her neck and wrists, I ripped them away with a growl ripping 

its way out my chest. 

She was in no way my pet, but it gave me a better understanding of Sookie’s emotional 

state watching those fucking ASPCA commercials. 

And seeing the angry burn marks on her skin, I was momentarily grateful for small 

favors that she had been unconscious for my rash actions. 

My own scorched hands were already knitting themselves back together, as I trailed 

them along her body looking for other signs of injuries and finding none, I moved my 

hands back up to cup her face, softly calling out, “Lover? Lover…wake up.” 

I was still unable to have any sense of her through our blood tie and it was slowly driving 

me mad. Now that I knew what it was to feel the things she felt, I needed that 

connection to her. 

I needed her. 

And I really needed her to wake up. 



My wrist was poised at my mouth, ready to rip through the flesh to pour my blood down 

her throat, when she finally stirred with her eyes fluttering open. 

“Sookie?” I whispered, dropping my hand back to her cheek and wiping away the 

smudges of soot on her skin. “Say something, lover. What happened?” 

Alasdair came barreling into the room in the same moment and taking a quick look 

around the room, he put himself in between us and the rest of the vampire now stirring 

against the far wall. 

But I was confused by the huge smile on his face and even more so when he began to 

sing, “You are my sunshine. My only sunshine. You make me hap-pee, when skies are 

gray…” 

“I’m gonna hurt you,” Sookie giggled softly and then grimaced in pain. 

I was still uncertain what they were talking about, but that was the least of my concerns. 

Her pain was my primary one and she made no argument when I took the opportunity 

to finally present her with my bloody wrist. 

From the sounds filtering into the room, I could tell the battle was winding down and 

seeing Brigant come to stand in the doorway, I knew which side had won. 

Watching his great-granddaughter drinking from my wrist, the expression he wore 

brought me back to another place and time when he had found me at her side. But aside 

from appearing grateful, the fury he’d shown on that night had been replaced by 

amusement because he only smirked, with a small shake of his head, before heading 

back into the waning fight. 

While she drank, I could feel our connection slowly opening up to one another again and 

while it wasn’t as strong as before, for the first time since she’d left me on that 

mountaintop, I felt like I could finally breathe again. 

Even if my lungs didn’t actually require air. 



Alasdair’s focus returned to the remaining vampire in the room and he settled on 

Compton, with the tip of his sword settling against his chest, as he repeated Sookie’s last 

words to him, saying, “I’m gonna hurt you.” 

With her wounds now healed – and our connection restored – I could feel her vertigo 

when she pushed herself into sitting upright and said, “I wanna watch.” 

Turning to face her, Alasdair grinned knowingly and teased, “I always knew there was a 

voyeur lurking inside of you.” 

She only rolled her eyes at him in response before turning them on me and smiling 

softly as she said, “I knew you would come.” 

Staring back at her, I couldn’t fathom wanting to see any other. Having walked the world 

a thousand times over, I knew I had finally found what I didn’t even realize I’d been 

searching for. 

So I tilted her chin up and gently met her lips with my own, smiling as I whispered her 

words back to her. 

“And fate had nothing to do with it.” 

Save the Last Dance for Me 

EPOV 

Sitting in a booth in the back corner of the semi-darkened room, my gaze never wavered 

from Sookie. Standing at the bar of Manhattan’s newest trendiest nightclub, she was 

waiting to order her drink and being simultaneously amused by the attempts of the fool 

beside her, who was trying to pick her up. But while my eyes never strayed from her, my 

words were for the fool sitting across from me. 

“Why are we here?” 



Called back to New York by our mutual pain in the ass, we were only a few blocks from 

the penthouse apartment. And now that we were back, I was looking forward to getting 

reacquainted with it. 

And revisiting all of the places, within those four walls, Sookie and I were already well 

acquainted with. 

Starting with the shower. 

It was the first time we’d been back to the city since the night she’d been kidnapped and 

instead we had been spending the last few months in virtual seclusion. 

Reconnecting. 

We’d spent our time traveling between the various homes I owned throughout the 

world, with her wanting to see “all of the little pieces of me” that made me whole. 

While I had no issue showing her every place I’d hung my hat, my only argument had 

been her turn of phrase. 

She only had to look into a mirror to see the piece that made me whole. 

Sookie thought semantics could fuck off too. 

But leaving each one with the distinct scent of our activities permeating the air and 

marking our territory wasn’t semantics. 

It was just a foregone conclusion. 

Reminding me of his presence in the seat across from mine, our mutual pain in the Al-

ass-dair, replied, “Because I need dick and she’s the best wingman I’ve ever had.” Then 

condemning me in the next second, he added, “You can’t keep her all to yourself.” 

Says who? 



But rather than state the obvious – that Sookie was mine and would be until the end of 

time – the title of cheap erotica said so – I only briefly glanced at him and teased, “What 

about me? I’ve been your wingman on more than one occasion and you’ve done well 

enough. Besides, how are you going to find dick by using Sookie?” 

The only dick she would attract would be the kind I would need her professional services 

to clean up behind, after I shredded their bodies for daring to get too close to her. 

“Please…” he huffed with an eye roll. “They all wanted you, but settled for me.” 

Chuckling, I offered, “At least you admit it.” Then using his previous text messages to 

Sookie against him, I added, “It’s because those jeans make your ass look big.” 

“Fuck you,” he growled, biting back his smile more than anything else. “And Sookie uses 

her gift to find whoever may be watching us together and lamenting the fact I’m straight. 

A fact I then dissuade them from believing any longer, if they keep my attention for 

longer than a song or two.” 

We could have avoided the whole charade by just going to a gay bar – and by we, I 

meant he – but I knew him well enough to know he would consider picking up someone 

here more of a challenge. 

I also knew him well enough to know he would not consider using Sookie’s gift a cheat. 

It was a little known fact his middle name was Hypocrite. 

But I wanted to give him the middle finger when he noticed Sookie walking her way 

back towards us with her drink in hand and he turned his puppy dog eyes on her – and 

his pout on high – while he whined, “Sookie…Eric’s being a horse’s ass. Be a luv and 

crank your mittens up on high to toast the fucker, would you?” 

Her fireball hands had been an unexpected surprise and even though I missed out on 

giving Leclerq her true death – although it hadn’t stopped me from grinding her charred 

remains into the floor with the soles of my boots – I was glad to give up the kill to my 

fiery lover. 



It made me feel slightly better, knowing she could protect herself if push came to shove. 

Not that I wouldn’t want to be there with her, pushing and shoving my fist into the chest 

of anyone who dared to try and harm her. 

A lesson Compton ended up learning the hard way. 

His body hadn’t even hit the floor, with his stone cold heart still clutched in my fist, and 

Sookie acted as though she couldn’t magic his blood off of my body quick enough for her 

tastes. 

Pursing her lips in disgust the whole time, she accused me of being Cumpton stained. 

“Of course,” Sookie nodded at our forever stray and then smiled at me, lifting her drink 

up high with a wink aimed my way, and toasted, “Cheers.” 

“I hate you both,” he groused. 

And his face only twisted even more when I laughed, “The feeling is mutual.” 

But being able to mutually feel one another again took Sookie and I going through the 

process of reestablishing our bond, as though we had never shared a blood tie before. It 

was during our tortuous sessions with the queen’s remaining children – torturing them 

each in turn and taking out my frustrations on the only stand-ins I had for their Maker, 

until giving them their final deaths – where we found out Leclerq had employed the 

services of the youngest vampire’s landlord to dissolve our blood tie. 

A witch, as it turned out, named Amelia Broadway. 

She’d shit herself when Sookie popped into her apartment that same night and then 

popped them both back to the palace. 

Literally. 

And proving she was also a shitty novice when it came to practicing magic – Sookie had 

laughed herself silly when she’d heard from the witch’s thoughts what had happened to 



her previous lover turned cat – Broadway’s spell had also unwittingly masked Sookie’s 

blood from her Fae kin. 

It took Sookie spending her days with her fairy cousins for a full week straight before 

their connection was repaired. 

It took from dusk until dawn on each night after for me to sate myself with my full fairy-

scented lover. 

Neither one of us had complained about it though. 

But thinking of complaints… 

Sookie settled into the booth next to me and asked, “How is Jessica doing?” 

Fucking strays. 

I needed no blood tie to know the feeling was mutual on that topic too – mutual between 

Alasdair and myself – because he threw himself against the back of the booth and 

complained, “All she does is whine. She’s inbred and illiterate. She’s the poster child for 

why cunts should be more like a Rubik’s Cube. If you can’t solve the puzzle, then no 

pussy for you. I guarantee if there had been some sort of test and her daddy didn’t just 

have to fall into her mommy’s hole, then I wouldn’t be left dealing with her. I don’t know 

how I let you talk me into letting her live after what she did to you.” 

“It’s because I’m the best wingman you’ve ever had,” she giggled. “But give her some 

time. She’s still young – in every way – but I’m sure she’ll come around once they find a 

suitable Maker to foster her.” 

I doubted it. 

vHarmony was a matchmaking service. Not a magic-me-a-Maker service. 

In fact, the only one who’d shown any interest so far had been Bubba. 

And we all knew for a fact what a bad idea that would be. 



But Sookie was right, in a way, although not in the way that she’d meant. 

The stupid bitch would have come around alright – around my sword – had it not been 

for my lover’s tender heart, but she’d been completely sold on the twat’s doe-eyed 

remorse. 

“I didn’t have a choice, mister.” 

“That Bill guy said I had to do it and it was like…like…I couldn’t not do what he said.” 

“I thought he was a nice guy. I thought he really cared about me. I didn’t know he was 

a…a…jerk–wad.” 

She’d even whispered ‘jerk-wad’ as though she would be beaten for her daring to say 

something so offensive. 

A fact that only added to Sookie’s case, that she was indeed young, but the little bitch 

wasn’t my problem. 

Not anymore. 

Not since I’d resigned from my post as the Enforcer for the North American territory to 

take up my new – and eternally permanent – position. 

As the Cleaner’s personal guard. 

She needed one now that her anonymity among our kind was gone. Not that anyone 

appeared to be stupid enough to go after her. 

Yet. 

The news of Leclerq’s spectacular fall from grace had quickly traveled to all parts of the 

world, but just how she had met her demise was still unknown. 

No one knew it had been from Sookie’s oven mitts cranked up on high. 



But it didn’t take a genius to connect the scorch marks from her, to the unprecedented 

show of force by the Fae, to know they were somehow related. 

So I would be there to present their Darwin Award to any and all comers who dared to 

come after Sookie. 

She didn’t need to work. Nor did she need my money for that fact to remain true. But 

she wanted to work. 

I couldn’t fault her drive. 

So I would work in concert with her until the day she decided to retire. Something she’d 

teased me about, saying she was sure it would happen before her first millennium. 

Fair enough. 

But in the meantime, the little orphan Annie redheaded twat, whose own likeness 

should be on the Darwin Award, was the new Enforcer’s problem. 

The one who was sitting across from us and wearing a sourpuss on his face. 

Something Sookie either misread or read correctly because she changed the subject by 

saying, “Speaking of coming around, let’s get this show on the road. We need to find 

some dick for you to cum around, so Eric and I can get back home to our baby.” 

“Baby?” he gasped in shock. “What baby?” 

It was a tossup on whether or not he was shocked we’d found–bought–kidnapped a 

‘baby’ or if he was more shocked by the fact he hadn’t been invited to the baby shower. 

Probably the latter. 

Pulling her phone from my pocket, she pulled up the photo gallery and turned the 

screen to face him, crooning out, “Isn’t she sweet? We adopted her last week.” 

“Sweet?” he gawked. “The fuck is that? A Chernobyl rat?” 



“No!” she gasped, pulling her phone back and clutching it to her chest, as 

though the baby could hear him and be irreparably harmed. 

But my lovely little liar sounded completely offended, even though she only felt amused 

when she said, “She’s. A. Chinchilla.” 

“Chinchillas are meant to be worn, darling,” he chided, with a shake of his head. 

“Skinned and sewn together to make a lovely coat or perhaps a soft blanket to fuck on in 

front of the fireplace. But they’re not meant to be cuddled, like you’re doing in that 

picture.” 

“Keep it up and you’ll be the one who’s soft tonight,” she warned. “I won’t help you find 

anyone to fuck or cuddle with, so you’re the one who’s going to need a lovely coat or a 

soft blanket to keep you warm.” 

Alright. 

Now she was feeling offended. 

But she was back to feeling amused when he mused aloud, “Let me guess. You’ve named 

it Gus.” 

“Don’t be silly,” she laughed and looked at me knowingly, while she played with the 

pendant around her neck. “That’s a guy’s name.” 

Trying again, he asked, “Lola?” 

“Don’t be absurd,” she pshawed him with a wave of her hand, then giving me an entirely 

different kind of knowing look, she added, “That’s my name when Eric and I role play.” 

“Don’t make me sick by talking about your sex games,” he gagged. “So what do you call 

the little rat then?” 

“What else?” she asked rhetorically. “She clearly looks like a Princess Pamela, but we 

just call her Pam.” 



I acted like I was with Alasdair on this one because my affection for Pam was not 

something I wanted to listen to him going on and on about for all of eternity. 

And he would. 

For. Ever. 

Besides, she did look like a cartoon mouse on steroids. But wandering into the pet store, 

while we’d been out for a stroll one night, and seeing the look on Sookie’s face when she 

held her, I’d had no argument to make. 

How could I argue against anything that made her smile like that? 

So when Sookie brought her into our bed to cuddle with the first time, my raised brow 

silent protest was rendered moot the moment her exceptionally soft furry body decided 

to burrow in and fall asleep in the space where my neck met my shoulder. 

And soft was something Sookie had accused me of being when she’d found me sitting on 

the couch one night, holding Pam in one hand and checking my emails with my other. 

She laughed at my argument that Pam was extremely good-natured and liked to be 

cuddled. Or the fact her fur was velvety smooth under my fingertips and I was a tactile 

creature. 

But she didn’t argue over keeping my arguments our secret. 

I made Sookie promise. 

“You two are like an old married couple now,” Alasdair playfully accused, without any 

malice. But he was right. 

We were. 

And I couldn’t have been happier about that fact. 



Before we’d ever completed our bond there had been an easiness surrounding our 

relationship. Even when she’d merely been a faceless cocktease named Gus, there had 

been something about her that pulled me in. That captured my attention and made me 

want more. 

Now that she was mine in every way, I still wasn’t satisfied. Not completely. 

I would always want more of her. 

But I was content for the first time in a thousand years. It was a gift I would never be 

able to fully repay her for. 

“Well, Eric is old and we are married, so I guess you sort of got it right,” Sookie laughed. 

“And don’t act like you weren’t there at the pledging ceremony, wiping your tears away 

like a little bitch.” 

Joining the conversation, I added with a sad shake of my head, “Poor Alasdair. Always a 

bridesmaid. Never a bride.” 

“Thank the gods,” he chuckled. “I look horrid in white.” 

Sookie didn’t. 

So much so, that her dress hadn’t survived our wedding night. 

But before I could make another crack about his ass looking horrid in those jeans, he 

pulled her onto the dance floor to, “Chum the waters.” 

Watching the two of them I couldn’t imagine how their ruse would work in Alasdair’s 

favor. To an outsider, I would think they’d assume the two of them were together. 

His hands on her ass being a major factor in making said assumption. 

If I hadn’t known any better, he would already be a puddle on the dance floor, but I did 

know better. 



I knew better than to think his intentions were lascivious. 

But far from pure, I knew him well enough to know his motives were to fuck with me by 

tainting her scent with his own. 

And he knew me well enough to know it was working. 

We couldn’t get back to the apartment and into the shower fast enough. 

Asshat. 

So instead of plotting his death, I focused on my bonded – my wife – and watched her 

work. A descendant of Fae royalty she may be, but the magic spell taking over those in 

her orbit had nothing to do with her lineage. It was from the way she carried herself. The 

confidence she had in who she was and the innate aura surrounding her that made 

everyone around her, crave her attention. 

A mere glimpse. 

Any recognition at all from her to know she had noticed them. 

Poor bastards. 

I knew how they felt. 

But I also knew I was the only lucky bastard that would get to go home with her. And 

that was what I considered myself to be. 

Lucky. 

Lucky that she’d lived beyond that night. 

Lucky that she’d been put in my path years later. 

Lucky that she’d infused my undead life with purpose once again. Given me a reason to 

look forward to the future that far surpassed the idiotic things I’d once thought 

important. 



I was lucky she loved me in return. 

Although, I still wouldn’t call us fated. 

Unavoidable, maybe. 

Inescapable. 

Like being hit by a semi barreling into you from your blind spot. 

But certain of my future – and certain their ploy had garnered Alasdair the attention of 

his companion for the night – I cut in on their dance. 

Wrapping my arms around her, I playfully grimaced, “You smell like Asshat.” 

Giggling, she rubbed her body against mine and offered, “Think of it this way. 

Now Asshat smells like you.” 

I couldn’t resist smiling at her bright sided viewpoint. 

But then, that’s what she was. 

My bright side. 

The light to my dark. 

So I held her in my arms, continuing our dance and smiling softly at the certainty that 

was where she would always remain. 

In my arms, now and forever, dancing through the ages with me. 

~Fin~ 

 


